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Abstract 

Robotic manipulators have been extensively used in industrial automation, hazardous 

Pllvironments and outer space. The requirement for increased speeds of operation 

and lightweight design has made structural flexibility the constraining factor in robot 

For current manipulators that exhibit significant link flexibility, the control 

met.hodology seems to be to drive them so slowly that link dynamics are not excited. 

To make significant gains in speed and efficiency, the deflections due to link deformation 

will have to be compensated. With the ready availability of powerful processors, 

cost of implementing complex control methodologies is not excessive. 

Flexible-link robots provide significant challenges for the control engineer. With 

nonlinear configuration-dependent and nonminimum-phase dynamics, the control of 

the end-effector in task-space is one of the most difficult problems encountered. For

tunately, flexible-link robots exhibit one beneficial characteristic. The map from joint 

torques to joint rate is passive, allowing a strictly passive feedback controller to produce 

a stable system. The requirement then is to produce a reference joint trajectory that 

will result in the end-effector following its desired track. 

This thesis deals with the problem of inverting the nonlinear nonrninimum-phase 

dynamics to produce a feedforward torque and joint trajectory from a given end-effector 

trajectory. Generally the inverse dynamics will be noncasual, that is the output of the 

illven;e system will depend on future inputs. In the linear case this noncasual inverse 

can be solved using Fourier transform methods on the complete trajectory. In this work 

we have aSfmmed that the complete end-effector trajectory is not available. The input 

lllay (',ome from an operator controlling the movement by sight or by a system that is 

updating the trajectory as it analyses its own sensors. Because of this restriction, the 

inverse dynamics are approximated by a casual system which only uses past inputs. 

a nonlinear inner-outer factorisation of the dynamics, inverting the outer 

fa.ctor and approximating the inverse of the inner factor with its static inverse, an 

approximat.e inverse-dynamics syst.em was generated. Alternat.ively, by modifying t.he 

01ltput of the dynamics to be all of the rigid contribution plus a fraction of the elastic 

contribution, a stable inverse was generated. Both of these approximat.e inverses have 

been implemented on a planar three-DOF system with the first two links flexible. Sim

ulation and implementation on an experimental facility has shown that approximate 
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end-eHector tracking can be obtained. While an approximate inverse based feedfor

ward cannot produce perfect tracking, it is a significant improvement over the current 

standard of generating a joint trajectory based on the inverse of the equivalent rigid 

robot. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Robotic manipulators are extensively used in manufacturing to perform simple repet

itive tasks or where a high level of precision is required. Operating day and night 

without the need for rest breaks, robots appear to be the ideal work force. Current 

robotic manipulator design is to make all the arms rigid and control the joints to pro

vide the required end-effector positioning. Construction of a rigid manipulator leads to 

very bulky links so that undesirable flexible effects are not encountered. It is common 

for a serial robot's maximum payload to be limited to a few percent of its own weight 

so that inertial forces do not reduce the accuracy. Most of the work the robot performs 

is moving the mass of its own arms and actuators. 

Ai) the demand for higher productivity increa.ses, manipulators capable of high 

Hpeed, large payload handling and low power consumption are required. Hence, the 

"rigirl" constraint on the construction of the manipulator has to be removed. Also, ill 

some cases it is desirable to have structural flexibility. For example, when a manipulator 

placcH a peg in a hole, some compliance in the robot prevents small errors in position 

or ali!-';nment from jamming the peg part way in the hole. 

All robotic manipulators have compliance that is inherent in their links and joints. 

If the compliance produces tip errors that are smaller than the desired error, the ma

nipulator can be treated as rigid. If the tip errors due to the compliance exceed the 

l'cqnired accuracy, then the robot control must be modified to account for that. 

A good example of a structurally flexible robot is the manipulator attached to t.he 

space shuttle, Because of the very high cost of lifting mass into orbit, the manipulatOl' is 

constructed with lightweight flexible arms which have low internal damping. Currently 

this manipulator is controlled as if it was rigid, only allowing very slow manoeuvres 

a.llcll'cqniring time at the end of any manoeuvre for the vibrations to naturally die out. 

In order to improve the performance and permit high-speed manoeuvres, the controller 

lllllHt take into account the flexible dynamics. 

On a rigid manipulator, the tip position is uniquely defined by the joint angles. 

Therefore by computing the inverse kinematics, desired joint trajectories can be defined. 

The control variable (joint position) is located at the same place as the actuation 
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variable (joint torque) which is called collocation [Craig, 1989]. If the control val'iabl() 

is also the dual of the actuation variable [Asada and Slotine, 1986]' as joint rate: is [;0 

joint torque, then the control problem is relatively straightforward. Once the flexibility 

of the manipulator becomes significant, the position of the tip can no longer be defined 

the joint angles alone. Extra sensors can be added to measure the tip position, or 

it can be estimated with a nonlinear dynamic estimator. Because the conhol variable 

(tip position) is no longer collocated with the actuation variable the contl'Ol problem 

is made much more difficult. 

There is no simple control system for structurally flexible manipulators as there i" 

for the "rigid" counterpart. Book [1993J suggests that designers of earth-bound robot" 

use what he calls the "machine tool philosophy". 'I'hat is, to add stiffness (and mass) to 

the manipulator until it can be regarded as rigid and then use a simple control systelll. 

Alternatively, designers of space-based systems allow the manipulator to be flexible but 

move it so slowly it can be considered static. Both of these methods have bypassed the 

basic problem: that control of a flexible manipulator requires that both the joints and 

the link dynamics to be controlled. 

Construction techniques can be used to reduce the problem of link deflections 

i.e., using lightweight stiff material for construction and energy absorbing material to 

modify the damping ratio. Flexibility is still going to be the limiting factor in design; tll(~ 

boundary has just been pushed a bit further. As ever more powerful micro controller;) 

and digital signal processors (DSPS) become available, complex control algorithms call 

be run at a rate sufficient to apply control to the elastic links. 

1.1 Control of linear structures 

The linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) controller has come to be generally regarded eLK 

one of the standard control methods. Consider the LTI model, 

x = Ax + Bu, y = Cx + Du (1.1) 

with (A,B,C,D) minimal, observable and controllable. LQG control can be defined 

as finding the input u(t) which talces the system to the zero state (x 0) hOlll 

any initial condition in an optimal manner. That is, minimise the cost function 

J = 1000 [xT(t)Qx(t) + uT(t)Ru(t)] dt with Q = QT ::::: 0, R = > O. The opti .. 

mal solution is u(t) -Kcx(t), where R-1BTp. P = pT ::::: 0 is the soiutiou 

to the algebraic Riccati equation AT P + p A - P BR-1 BT P + Q = O. The stat,es for 

the optimal feedback are estimated with a Kalman filter, construction of which is the 

dual of the optimal controller. 

For an LQG controlled system there are no guaranteed stability margins [Skogestad 

and Postlethwaite, 1996]. Using LQG control on a plant, that does not exactly match 
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the model it was designed for leads to poor performance or even instability. Joshi and 

lVlaghami [1992J introduced a small error into the natural frequency of a model and 

came to the following conclusion: 

For only one percent error in the knowledge of w, we get a peak in the 

modelling error almost as large as the entire contribution of that mode. 

'I'hns, having a small error in the knowledge of a design model frequency is 

itS undesirable as not including that mode in the design modeL 

For practical implementation reasons, the controller is of a much lower order than 

the plant. The presence of unmodelled higher order modes in the plant can lead to 

instability in the closed loop system which is known as spillover. 

'rhe simplest flexible manipulator to control is the single flexible arm with an 

aduator at its base. A linear model can be generated by assuming that the inertial 

properties do not change with link deflections and assuming linear elasticity. Both of 

these assumptions are close to reality for slender links. Unfortunately linear design 

methodologies do not necessarily extend to the multiple-link case. 

Miu [1991J demonstrated that the transfer function for a single flexible beam with 

collocated torque control and joint measurement has alternating pairs of poles and 

zeros dose to the imaginary axis. The locations of the poles depend only on material 

properties and boundary conditions but the zeros also vary with the positions of the 

aetnator and sensor. As the sensor of the above beam is moved towards the tip of the 

heam the zero locations migrate along the imaginary axis towards infinity. The resulting 

llonalternating pairs of poles and zeros make the system nonminimum phase and hem;e 

the control problem is much more difficult than for collocated control. Many researchers 

have taken advantage of the features given by collocating the feedback sensor with the 

a.ctuator. 

1.2 Control of flexible manipulators using joint feedback 

Joint variable feedback controllers have good stability robustness against spillover and 

111unodelled dynamics, and are widely used on rigid manipulators. In the rigid ma

uipulator ease, it is possible to achieve an arbitrary large closed-loop bandwidth using 

PD control. However, when the same controller is applied to a flexible manipUlator, 

the dosed-loop bandwidth is drastically reduced. For a linearised model, if the servo 

sl.iffness is low relative to the structural flexibility, the closed-loop eigenvalues are indis

tinguishable from those of the rigid case [Cetinkunt and Book, 1990J. However, if the 

joint if{ stiffened by increasing the feedback gains, the closed-loop eigenvalues become 

complex and converge to the values near the imaginary axis of the manipulator with 

the links locked. Therefore if the joint position control is too stiff relative to the arm 
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flexibility, it is not possible to provide well-damped dominant modes 110 matter how 

large the velocity feedback gain. 

One of the early methods implemented for the control of structurally flexible mau

ipulators was to use PD feedback during the first part of its motion and theu, when 

near the terminal point, switching to a linear stabiliser to damp the elastic motion 

[Yim et al., 1991]. This led to a shorter settling time than would be the case for a PD 

controller. As the inertia properties of the manipulator are a function of joiut positioll, 

a new stabiliser would have to be designed for every terminal configuration. The linear 

stabiliser is designed using LQG techniques which gives very good damping if the design 

position matches the manipulator position exactly but performance drops off rapidly 

for any error in position. In order to improve the tracking part of the control Theodore 

and Ghosal [1995] and Khalil and Boyer [1995] used the computed torque method to 

linearise the dynamics and implemented a PD controller around the new lineal' system. 

Unfortunately the zero dynamics of this system are very poorly damped and agaiu 

control had to be switched to a linear stabiliser at the end of the manoeuvre to clamp 

out the oscillations. The process of linearising the dynamics also required very large 

torques to be supplied. The cancellation of nondestabilising nonlinear forces is not au 

efficient way of providing control. 

De Luca et al. [1993] used the same computed torque method as above but imple

mented it as a feedforward. Because there was no interaction between the dynamics of 

the feedforward and the manipulator, the zero dynamics had much improved damping. 

Well damped tip motion was obtained with only a PD feedback controller. Because 

computed torque is a joint based inversion method, good tracking of the joint;.; waH 

obtained but the tip tracking cannot be achieved. 

First Siciliano and Book [1988] and later Moallem et al. [1997a] separate the dynam

ics into "fast" and "slow" parts using an integral manifold approach. The separatioll 

essentially gives the "fast" dynamics as the elastic coordinates linearised about a cho

sen configuration, with a feedback controller based on strain gauge measurementH to 

give asymptotic stability. The "slow" dynamics are then the equivalent rigid body dy

namics compensated for the flexibility, with computed torque feedback to lineariHe the 

system and a PD controller. Experimental results show good tip tracking 011 a Sillgl(~ 

fiexible arm. However, simulation has been limited to a two-link planar manipulator 

of which the first link is rigid, which limited the elastic coordinate dependence 011 tlH~ 

configuration. 

1.3 Control of a flexible manipulator using tip feedback 

Commonly the trajectory that the joints are forced to follow are derived, for SOllW 

desired tip trajectory, from the inverse kinematics of the equivalent rigid manipulatOl'. 

Uufortunately forcing the joint positions to follow this trajectory does not force tile tip 
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to follow the desired trajectory. Also the link dynamics will normally be excited by 

any fast manoeuvre. 

II; is well known that it is quite difficult to control the tip position of a flexible beam 

hy applying a suitable torque at the base of the beam. The main source of difficulty 

if) that the sensor is at the tip of the link and actuator is at the base. The actuator 

and sensor are not collocated and the transfer function from base torque to tip position 

has a number of RHP (nonminimum-phase) zeros. When the tip deflection is used as 

the output, the nonminimum phase zeros cause the link to bend backwards the instant 

a tonple is exerted on the beam. As the beam bends backwards, y becomes negative 

and the error signal (e Yd y) increases. The controller counters this increase in 

(~ITor by increasing the torque on the link. The net effect is that the torques and beam 

deflections become very large. Hence, an instability occurs if the feedback gains are 

not kept suitably low. 

Cannon and Schmitz [1984] applied LQG control to a single flexible link nsing tip 

position as the ontput. After experimentally identifying the beam parameters, they 

produced excellent results for a rapid manoeuvre. It was found that when the dynamic 

model did not agree with the actual dynamics, the closed-loop poles shifted towards 

the RHP for relatively small changes in the parameters. This shift towards the R.HP 

dramatically reduces the damping ratio of the mode involved. In the extension of the 

work to two-link manipulators of which the first link is rigid, Oakley and Cannon [1989] 

use a nonlinear state estimator plus LQR feedback. They have shown effective control 

can be obtained when the model the controller is based on has been rigourously verified. 

Latf,r a two flexible-link manipulator was controlled by Oakley and Cannon [1990]. The 

olH'lel'vation was made that; except for the for the first zeros of the shoulder and elbow 

transfer functions, the poles and other zeros don't change much with configuration. 

They produced an LQG controller with nonlinear correction that performed well over 

manipulator's workspace. 

Ca,rusone et a1. [1989] use scheduled LQG controllers on a simulation of a two

fiexible-lin1c planar manipulator. The work is extended by Carusone et a1. [1993] to 

an experimental manipulator. Good end-effector control has been achieved over a 

wide a.rea of the workspace. As well as the current configuration dependent controllerfl, 

(-~xtra controllers would have to be designed for different payloads at eacll configuration, 

J"(o:·mlting in a very large number of controllers to be scheduled. 

1.4 Control of a flexible manipulator using noncausal feedforward 

The inverse kinematics/dynamics of a single flexible link, that is from tip trajectory 

i;o joint torque, have been solved by Bayo [1988] using fast Fourier transforms (FFT). 

The resulting noncausal solution means that actuation is required some time before tip 

1l1otion commences. For the extension to multilink robots, Bayo et aI. [1989] propose 
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treating each flexible link separately and solving the inverse dynamics such that the 

tip of each link has zero elastic deflection. Starting at the outboard link, the torque 

is calculated using FFT's. The constraint forces at the hub of the end link are then 

calculated. These forces are then applied to the tip of the next link. This process 

continues until the base of the manipulator is reached and then the process is repeated, 

adding in the Coriolis and the centrifugal calculated from the preceding motion. By 

iterating until the error between two consecutive iterations is less than some prescribed 

tolerance, the noncausal feedforward torque is calculated. 

Because the FFT of the desired trajectory has to be calculated, the complete tm.i(~c

tory must be known in advance. Also the time involved in the computations means th()y 

must be performed off-line, before the motion starts. In order to speed up the computa

tion, Bayo and Moulin [1989] solve the convolution integral, r(t) Jt~f h(t T)ij(T) (iT 

of the impulse response and desired tip acceleration. The impulse response of the i11-

verse system is computed off-line and for a single link it is configuration independent. 

As the system is noncausal, the bounds of integration will start at some ti < 0, leading 

to preactuation. For multilink manipulators the impulse response of the inverse systelll 

is configuration dependent. The convolution integral would have to be solved at each 

configuration, limiting high-speed computation to the single link case. 

As a byproduct of the above methods, the joint trajectories that match the tip 

motion are also calculated. Paden et al. [1990, 1993] have used feedback based 011 

the error between the feedforward joint position and the actual joint position plus the 

feedforward torque to control a flexible manipulator. 

As an alternative approach in the nonlinear case, Devasia et aL [1996] propose using 

nonlinear feedback to linearise the system. The new linear system can be inverted to 

provide feedforward. The feedforward is separated into stable and unstable parts with 

the unstable part being integrated backwards in time. Again the complete trajectory 

must be known so that integration of the unstable part can be performed. Linearising 

the system requires very high torques, much larger than that required to produce 

the tip motion. Much larger actuators than would normally be the case are required 

to implement this system. The mass of these actuators will be detrimental t.o the 

performance and the efficiency of the robot will be poor. 

Zhao and Chen [1993, 1997] have formed the inverse dynamics as a two-point 

boundary value problem. In each iteration, the dynamics are linearised along the solu

tion from the previous step to obtain a linear time-varying two-point boundary valm: 

problem. This linear problem is solved by decoupling the stable and unstable subspaceH 

and integrating the stable part forwards in time and the unstable part backward ill time. 

The iteration continues until some convergence criterion is met. As in the SOlUtiOll by 

Bayo, the need to iterate limits the solution to off-line computation. 
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1.5 Approximating the dynamics for feedforward 

For a single flexible link, Gross and Tomizuka [1994] have used a discrete-time feedfor

ward based on an approximation to the unstable inverse dynamics plus a preview of 

the path. All the poles plus the zeros inside the unit disc are inverted and a truncated 

series approximation is made of the remaining dynamics [Gross et al., 1994]. The ap

proximation is noncausal and requires a number of preview steps that is dependent on 

the distance the zeros are from the unit circle. 

Au alternative approximation that has less high frequency gain, is the zero phase 

error tracking algorithm (ZPET) ['lbmizuka, 1987]. ZPET cancels the phase of the non

invertible dynamics at the cost of gain errors. Torfs et al. [1998] compare the ZPET 

feedforward with a method based on common filter design techniques plus a delay. 

This filt.er design minimises the frequency response error between the filter and the 

ideal feedforward by iteration. ZPET feedforward appears to give bet.ter t.racking con

trol as it. mat.ches the low frequency response bet.ter. Unfortunately these inversion 

techniques are limited to LTl 8180 systems and have not been extended t.o multilink 

manipulators. 

All of t.he noncausal solutions for feedforward mentioned above require knowledge 

of the complete trajectory before the feedforward can be calculated. The solution also 

requires t.hat. actuation start. some time prior to the movement of the tip. These meth

ods are not. suitable for t.he case where the tip t.rajectory is not completely defined or 

where tip mot.ion is required immediately. If t.he approximation of the inverse dynam

ics also makes the feedforward causal, the constraint that. the pat.h be predefined is 

removed. 

1. 1 Stable inversion using a modified output 

Using an output based at p, some position along a single link short. of the tip, De Lllca 

d al. [1989] have c0l1st.ructed a stable inverse. They have proposed two cont.rol schemes: 

open loop (feedforward) control where t.he inverse int.egrates it.s own st.at.es; and feed

haek control where the inverse uses t.he states from the plant. Indicat.ing that bot.h 

systems have the same st.ability properties, they have chosen to use feedback control. 

The out.put. point. p tracks the desired traject.ory well but t.he zerodynamics are excited 

t.o large oscillations and are very poorly damped. This system also suffers in that t.he 

output. is only well defined for a single link. 

By modifying t.he output of a 3-DOF manipulat.or, of which only t.he last arm is 

flexible, Yim [1993] has produced stable inverse. The modified output. is taken as t.he 

tip posit.ion as if all t.he arms were rigid plus a proportion of t.he elastic deflection from 

the final link. This inverse has been used to linearise t.he plant so t.hat a linear feedback 

controller can be implemented successfully. Unfortunat.ely, the zero dynamics are very 
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poorly damped. An LQG controller had to be implemented at the terminal poiut of the 

manoeuvre to damp out those otherwise almost undamped oscillations. 

In a similar method to Yim, Moallem et a1. [1997b] have produced a stable approx

imate inverse that can be used for multilink flexible manipulators. Workiug OIl(; arm 

at a time, defining the end of each arm to be the rigid arm position plus a proportioll 

of the elastic deflection, an approximate inverse was generated. Again the iuverse has 

been used to linearise the system which leads to large oscillations in the zero dynamics. 

1.6 Research objectives 

For a structurally flexible serial robot it is necessary to have actuators on the jointK 

and it is undesirable to fit any other actuators. A system having fewer actuators than 

degrees of freedom is called an under-actuated system. All the damping that is added 

to the flexible modes must be applied through the robot's joints. When the joiuts are 

locked, no damping can be added to the flexible modes and the robot acts as a large 

uuder-damped damped-free beam. 

Having the sensors collocated with and the dual of the actuators can lead to very 

desirable stability properties. In particular, a robot with flexible links has a passive 

map when joint torques are the inputs and joint rates are the outputs. By using a 

strictly passive feedback controller, stability can be guaranteed without consideratioll 

of any of the other properties of the robot. To make use of this inherent stability, it waH 

decided to control the manipulator joints to follow a trajectory that would lead to the 

desired tip trajectory. The problem then became "How to produce a joint trajectory 

that corresponds to the desired tip trajectory". In the case of the "rigid" manipulator, 

it is simply a matter of solving the inverse kinematics. When link flexibility is included 

ill the model, the inverse dynamics must also be solved. 

For a single flexible Hn1e the transfer function from joint torque to tip position is 

linear (assuming linear elastic theory) but is nonminimum phase. The nonmillimulll 

phase property is due to the time a wave takes to propagate from the hub to the tip, 

which leads to the transfer function having zeros in the right-half plane (RHP). Tll(~ 

illverse of this system will have poles in the RHP, leading to an unstable or 1l0IlC,tus(d 

solution for any given input. For a causal operator (or nonantieipative), outputs depend 

only on past inputs [Desoer and Vidyasagar, 1975]. Therefore, this noncausal transfer 

function requires future inputs to be anticipated for a stable output to be achieved. 

Using a noncausal inverse to generate a feedforward for a structurally flexible 1'Obot 

would require the complete trajectory to be defined. In many cases, the desired tip 

trajectory is not completely defined before motion starts. If an operator is enteriug 

commands in tip coordinates or if the robot is sensing and avoiding other moving 

objects, a noncausal feedforward could not be implemented. 
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III this work, the noncausal inverse is approximated by a casual operator. By 

integrating this approximate inverse, approximate joint trajectories and feedforward 

torques are produced. Using these approximate joint trajectories as the reference t1'a

.iectory for a st.rictly passive feedback controller, a stable system is produced. As the 

feedforward is only approximate, perfect tip tracking cannot be obtained. It is a big 

improvement over the use of the inverse of the equivalent rigid model to generate 

n~ferellce trajectory as is the current practice. 

Two methods have been proposed for generating a causal approximation to the 

inverse dynamics of a robot: 

III Use nonlinear inner-outer factorisation to separate the robot dynamics into two 

parts. By definition, the outer factor will have a stable inverse. The inner fac

tor contains the nonminimum-phase part of the dynamics and has a noncausal 

inverse. By using the inverse of the outer factor and an static approximation to 

the inverse of the inner factor, an approximate causal inverse to the dynamics is 

generated. 

III Redefine t.he mathematical model using a modification of the output such that 

I;he inverse is stable. Define the output as the sum of two parts, the first part 

is what would occur if the robot has rigid links. The second part is due to the 

elastic deflection of the links. The new output is the sum of all the first part 

;md a fraction of the second part. With the fraction commonly being between 70 

and 90%, the new output is close to the real output but it has an inverse that is 

causal. 

these approximate inverses also generate joint trajectories, a simple joint-based 

control scheme can be implemented. In particular, the system, from joint torque to 

joint rate, is passive. A strictly passive feedback controller can be implemented that 

will give stability in the presence of unmodelled dynamics and parameter errors. A 

cOlnparisoll of some strictly passive controllers will be carried out to identify those thaI; 

a.re tmitable for controlling structurally flexible robots. 

Two conference papers and a journal publication have been produced from thiR 

work. One covers the results of the comparison of SPR controllers applied to a single 

flexible link [Cree and Damaren, 1997]. The other two describe the use of inn(;r

outer factorisation to produce a causal approximate inverse for a structurally flexible 

manipulator [Damaren and Cree, 2000; Cree and Damaren, 2001]. 

L 7 Thesis outline 

The rest of this chapter introduces the current research into the control of flexible 

Hi;ruetures. Both joint feedback and tip feedback are considered but the latter does not 
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extend well to multilink robots (with the exception of robots with very large payloads). 

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the modelling of the dynamics and kinematic,,· of a 

robot with flexible members. Lagrangian dynamics has been used for the model with 

the result that the internal forces in the robot are hidden. Also discussed are the 

assumptions made and how those assumptions affect the results. 

In chapter 3, the construction of the experimental apparatus is desGribecl. Illl

pOltant implications of the various senors are discussed as well as how some of tlj(~ 

nonlinear effects were cancelled by careful calibration. Passivity is introduced in dmp

tel' 4 with a discussion on how it relates to flexible robots. A comparison of different 

8PR controllers is made using an single link experimental arm. 

Chapter 5 begins with the derivation of the approximate causal feedforwards. In the 

first instance, a single link is used for experimentation. As a linear 8180 model, it clO(""B 

not have some of the difficulties that present themselves in the MIMO case. Finally 

the feedforwards are then applied to the experimental three-DoF robot in Chapter 

6. Discussion on the performance of the robot with causal feedforward is made with 

numerous plots for illustration. Concluding remarks are made in chapter 7. 



Chapter 2 

Dynamics modelling 

In order to fully exploit the advantages offered by lightweight flexible robot arms, the 

eJfect~ of that flexibility must be fully considered on the motion of the robot. It is 

desirable to have an accurate dynamic model to provide a clear understanding of the 

coupling between the arm dynamics and the gross rigid body motion. 

As the formulation of dynamics for a chain of elastic bodies is a complex 

problem, the full detail will not be presented here. Numerous papers exist detailing 

different formulations [Book, 1984; De Luca and Siciliano, 1991; Hughes, 1985; Sin car

sin and Hughes, 1989]. Although they use a Newton-Enler approach to forming the 

equat.ions of motion, the reader is referred to Sincarsin and Hughes [1989] and Hughes 

a.nd Sincarsin [1989] step-by-step instructions on the assembly of the kinematics 

a.nd dynamics . Their elegant notation has been followed in this report. As a way of 

introducing the notation a brief review of the dynamics of a multibody chain is given. 

2.1 Lagrangian dynamics of flexible multibody chains 

Lagrangian dynamics was chosen to describe the system because the inter-body COll

"traint. forces are calculated implicitly and a global mass matrix is formed. In the 

Newton-Euler format.ion of manipulator dynamics [Hughes and Sincarsin, 1989], the 

equations involve constraint which must be eliminated recursively. These C011-

st.raint forces are not necessary the implementation of the inverse dynamics but 

would be important. when designing the physical construction of the manipulator. If 

Lhe constraint forces are required then the Newton-Euler formulat.ion should be used. 

Lagra,ngian dynamics describes the system in terms of work and energy stored in t.he 

systmn. The following sections describe the construction of the kinetic and potential 

ollorgies of an unconstrained body and how to link the bodies into a chain. 

2.1.1 Unconstrained elastic bodies 

A flexible body En has a reference frame :;=n attached to it with its origin at On (see 

2.1). The reference frame is described by a vectrix, , which is a column 
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dm 

:Fa 

t 

Figure 2.1 Flexible body 

of basis vectors for :Fn . Therefore a vector r can be expressed with respect to 
-t 

as r :F~1', where r are the components of r expressed in :Fn . Vectrices have the 
-t -t -t-t 

following properties: 

:i;; Wn x:F~ (2.1) 
-t -t -t 

:Fn · = 1 (2.2) 
-t -t 

:Fm'~ Cm,n (2.3) -, -, 
with Wn being the angular velocity of:Fn with respect to the inertial reference frame :Fo 

-t 
ill Figure 2.1. Cm,n is referred to as a rotation matrix, which describes the orienta.tioll 

of one frame, :F m, with respect to another frame, :F w 

A particle of mass, dm, has its position described by 

(2.4) 

with Pn describing the position of dm within the body in its equilibrium state anel 'Un ( 

describes the displacement of dm due to elastic deformation. The velocity of d1ll is 

nn(PrLl t) 
-t 

Tn + Pn + Une (2.G) 
-t -t -t 

where the time derivative () is always taken with respect to the inertial reference frame 
-t 

:F(j. As all the properties in the above equation are local to body Bn ) they can thel'efon: 

be expressed relative to :Fn . 
-t 

(2.6) 
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Tacking a dot product on both sides of (2.6) with Fn and using the properties in (2.1) 
-t 

and (2.2) gives 

(2.7) 

The cross product Wn x Pn has been replaced with the product w~ Pn where (-) x is 
-t -t 

the matrix that gives the same result as the cross product. We will make use of the 

following properties: Ox is skew-symmetric and wXp = _pxw. By using 

71 

L V;ne,k(Pn)qne,k(t) 
k=l 

'ljJne(Pn)qne(t) (2.8) 

where 'ljJne row { V;ne,d and qne eol{qne,k}, we can further write (2.7) as 

Vn(Pn, t) = vn(t) p~wn(t) + une(Pm t) 

[1 -(Pn I-Unel'j [::] 

= Y!APn) t) vn(t) + 'ljJne(Pn)iJ.ne(t). (2.9) 

The shape functions 'ljJne satisfy cantilevered boundary conditions at ON and Vn (t) = 

[v~, W~lT is the generalised absolute velocity of point On. The term absolute is used to 

indie:'1te the velocities are relative to an inertial frame. 

Kinetic energy of an elastic body 

Using (2.9), the kinetic energy of Bn is 

(2.10) 

Here, we have defined the rigid mass matrix as 

(2.11) 
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where the mass of the body is 

(2.12) 

The first moment of mass about On is 

(2.B) 

and the second moment of mass about On 

(2.lA) 

The elastic mass matrix is 

Mn,ee = r 'ljJne'ljJ~e dm 1Bn 
(2.15) 

and the rigid-elastic coupling mass matrix is 

(2.16) 

Here the moments of inertia have been defined for the structurally deformed body. The 

difference between the moments of inertia for the deformed body and the undefonned 

body are of the order of the structural deformation. Therefore for small deformations 

the terms involving U ne are small and can be dropped, leading to constant mass matrix 

terms. 

Potential energy of an elastic body 

U sing linear elastic theory, the strain energy of an elastic body is 

(2.17) 

where En 

strains: 

E~ is the matrix of elastic moduli and En is a column of corresponding 

T 

+ (2.18) 

Using the expression in (2.8), we can write 

[0b. !l3P.1 ~ 
apl 8P2 8P3 

Ene(Pn)qne(t)· (2.1!) ) 
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. . . 

-+ 

Figure 2.2 A chain of flexible bodies 

Hence, 

(2.20) 

wherp the plastic StlIIneSS matrix is 

(2.21) 

Vve define 

(2.22) 

to make its size consistent with the mass matrix in (2.10). The potential energy dup 

to gmvity is 

Vg,11. r 9 ·nndm 
iBn -+ -+ 

(2.2:1) 

giving the total potential energy for the body as 

(2.24) 

In this work the effect of gravity has been removed by the construction of the manip-

111ator: therefore Vg,n 0. 

2.1.2 Chains of elastic bodies 

In order to describe the motion of interconnected bodies, the kinematic constraints 

l)(~twe(m the bodies must be enforced. Consider a chain of bodies 1311., n = L.N, with 
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Figure 2.3 Connection of flexible bodies 

arbitrary shape, mass and stiffness distribution. Each body is connected to the next at 

point On which is limited to single revolute degree of freedom. If two or more degrees 

of freedom are required at a single point, the body in between can have zero mass anel 

length. en is the angle between F nand F n-l leading to generalised coordinates 

q(t) = [e1 (2.25) 

By grouping all the joint angles together, the generalised coordinates can be partitioned 

asq [OT,q~],whereO col{el,···,eN}. 

Interbody constraints 

From Figure 2.3 it can be seen that the position of point On+1 on Bn+l can be giVCll 

Tn+1 = Tn + T n ,n+l + U ne · 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 

Differentiating the position gives the velocity 

V n+l 
-+ 

Tn + Tn,n+l + une . 
-+ .. -> -+ 

Expressing the velocity in the relevant frames and using (2.1) and (2.2) gives 

Vn+l = F n+1' F~(Tn T~,n+lWn + une - u~ewn) 

C n +1,n [v n (T n ,n+l + une)Xwn + Une (Tn ,n+1J t)] . 

(2.2G) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 
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The rotation matrix C n +1,n(8n+1. qne) is orthonormal; hence Cn,n+! C- 1 
71+1,71 

C T Also, clearly from Figure 2.3 11.+.1,11.' . 

(2.29) 

where x U ne models the rotational elastie deformation of 1371 at point On+! and Zn+l 

iH the projection of the axis of 811.+1 onto F n+!. Combining (2.28) and (2.29) gives 

(2.30) 

The following definitions have been made. The interbody transformation matrix is 

(2.31) 

(l,ud the elastic influence matrix is 

(2.32) 

x'Ij;ne(rn+l,n) describe the elastie deflection 

and rotation at. 0 71+1 ) respectively. The projection matrix 'P 11.+1 = [OT, 

how t.he joint rotation is mapped onto the generalised velocity. 

controls 

Using (2.30) and working outwards from 131 ) the velocity of 1311. can be calculated 

N N 

Vn = Tn,m'PmOm + L Tn,mSm,m-lqm-l (2.33) 
m=l m=2 

where 

1 
Tn,n-l T 11.-l,n-2 . .. T m+l,rn) m < n 

Tn,m -= I, m n 

0, m>n 

(2.34) 

Assembling the equations of the generalised velocities for all the bodieB gives 

(2.35) 

wit.h t.he following definitions: 

v (2.36) 

(2.37) 
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qe = [qYe qIe q~er 1 

1 0 0 

T 2 ,1 1 0 
TE= 

TN,} TN,2 1 

P diag{Pn }, 

0 0 

8 2,1 0 

SE= T3,28 2,1 S3,2 

Assembling (2.35) one step further gives 

[:J [T~P 51"] [:J 
U(q)q 

o 
o 
o 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.4()) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

which shows that the generalised coordinates are sufficent to describe the cornplet(; 

system. 

Lagrange's equations 

The kinetic energy for the chain of bodies, using (2.10), is 

T 
N 

"'l[T'T] L... 2" lin q'fie 
n=l 

[
lin] 
qne 

By assembling the mass matrices into 

[

diag { M n,1'1'} 
ME(q) = T 

diag {Mn,1'e} 

d~ag { M n,Te}] 

dmg {M n,ee} 

and using (2.42) the kinetic energy can be written as 

T l'TU™ U' '2q E q 

~qTM(q)q 

(2.4~i ) 

(2.4tl) 

(2.45) 
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with 

M(q) 

(2.46) 

Using the same method with (2.20), the potential energy can be written as 

(2.4 7) 

(2.48) 

The Lagrangian can then be formed as 

L =T- V. (2.49) 

Because the nonconservative forces coincide with the joint torques and the body ve]Of:

ities are now expressed as a function of 0, the nonconservative virtual work can easily 

be defined as 

N 

~ 58n(t)Tn(t) 
n=l 

(2.50) 

with 13 = [IT, OTp' due to the selection of modes with a clamped boundary condition. 

A linear viscous model for damping has been assumed with the dissipation function 

qlladmtic in q. Therefore the dissipative forces are 

-'Vq, 'V O. (2.51) 

Li1grange's equations state that 

d 8L 8L 
dt 8q - 8q = F nc + F d (2.52) 

which used with (2.49) - (2.51) 

M(q)q + 'Vq + Kq = Fnon(q, q) + 13T (2.53) 
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with 

(2.54) 

'2 The nonlinear terms are quadratic in q and contain the centripetal terms ((}i) and 

Coriolis terms (OJ)j, i I- j). Some ofthe coupling between the rigid and ela.'>tic dynamicH 

iH due to the OiQne terms in F non. In some cases it is better to express the nonlinear 

forces as -C (q, q) q. 

Damping is often ignored in the formation of (2.53). The assumption that damp

ing is negligible is not unrealistic as the structural damping in the flexible bodieH itl 

uHually very small and joint friction is often compensated in the controller to iInprove 

performance. 

:Forward dynamics 

Equation (2.53) can be used to solve the forward dynamics, which are sometimes knowll 

as the simulation dynamics. Rearranging (2.53) gives 

(2.55 ) 

which can be integrated with prescribed torques to produce q and q. 

Inverse dynamics 

If 8 is taken as the output of (2.53), the inverse dynamics can be formed by partitioning 

(2.53) into its rigid and elastic parts: 

[M 1'7' M 7.e] [()] [0 0] [ () ] [F non'7'] [1] 
M;e M ee iie + 0 Kee qe F non,e + 0 T. 

(2.56) 

The top half of (2.56) gives 

(2.57) 

and the bottom half gives 

" M-1 ( MTO" qe = ee - Te Keeqe + Fnon,e) . (2.58) 

Inserting (2.58) into (2.57) gives 

(2.59) 

which is often referred to as the computed torque. 
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No difficulties arise in the integration of (2.59) but the zero dynamics of the computed

torque method, (2.59) with 0 set to zero, lead to oscillations that never die out if elastic 

damping has been ignored. When the correct damping is added to the equations, the 

zPI'oclynamics are still very poorly damped due to the fact that the elastic coordinateR 

iue Hot constrained by the input. This computed-torque method works well for rigid 

robots where the input defines all the generalised coordinates. 

Tip position 

None of the equations in the preceding sections have made any mention of the position 

of the end of the chain of bodies. This position, known as the tip position or end-effector 

position, is of critical importance when the chain is modelling a flexible manipulator. 

Attaching a frame to the robot tip, :F N+l Figure 2.2, it is a simple kinematics 

problem to calculate the position, p, of :F N+l as a function of joint angles and elastic 

coordinates) 

p(q) = n(q). (2.60) 

Using (2.60) to generate the tip position as the forward dynamics are being integrated 

poses no problems. 

For the inverse dynamics, the tip accelerations are required as an input. Differen

t.iatinl-'; the above equation leads to the tip velocity 

p(q) 
an. 
aqT

q 

J(q)q 

where J is the Jacobian matrix. Differentiating again gives the acceleration 

p{q, q) = J(q)q -+ j(q)q. 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

By n~alTanl-';ing (2.62) and using to eliminate q in (2.53), the inverse dynamics equations 

can be formed. Unfortunately the inverse dynamics are generally noncausal and hence 

c:n.nnot be simply integrated. The main contribution of this research is to approximate 

t.hese inverse dynamics to produce a causal feedforward. 

2.2 Dynamics of planar manipulators 

The dynamics derived in the preceding sections are in the most general form. No 

H,ssmnptions have been made on the configuration except that no translational joint,s 

are allowed. Tb accentuate the effects of the flexible links) the manipulator used for this 

n~seal'(:h was designed to be very flexible) with the effect that it could not support itself 

ill I-';l'avity. Mounting each actuator on an air bearing and floating the structure on a 
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glass table removed the effects of gravity, but constrained the manipulator to operat.t: 

ill a plane. Three of the absolute generalised velocities, (2.9), are constrained t;o be 

zero, allowing the elimination of those terms throughout the dynamics. 

The reference frame attached to each body was aligned with the x-axis along tlw 

length of the link and with t.he z-axis aligned with the axis of rotation of the joiut. 

Deflection in the link was limited to lateral vibration in the y direction. Bending ill 

the z-direction and torsional vibration were constrained by the abovementioned robot 

construction and stretch was assumed to be negligible. 

2.2.1 Mode shape selection 

Euler-Bernoulli beam theory was used to model the lateral vibration of the link. A~ 

the thickness of the link is small compared to t.he maximum radius of curvature, the 

assumptions included in the theory do not lead to large errors. The assumptions are 

[McCallion, 1973]: 

III that plane sections remain plane; 

II the effects of shear deformation are negligible; 

'" the mass is concentrated on the neutral axis leading to zero rotary inertia; 

'" there is no tension in the beam. 

The partial differential equation 

(2.63) 

which models the elastic properties has an infinite number of solutions. Only a fi

nite number of these solutions have any practical significance [Hughes, 1987]. Spector 

and Flashner (1989] demonstrated that the Euler-Bernoulli theory modelled the low fre

quency modes of a slender beam with good accuracy. If the beam was constructed wit.h 

a thick section e.g., as a thin walled tube, then the more comprehensive Timoshellko 

beam theory would be required. 

The assumption that there is no tension in the beam is not strictly correct. NOll

linear forces include centripetal terms that will put the flexible beams in tension. The 

bending moment produced in the beam by tension is small due to the small offset from 

the undeflected position that it acts at. With lateral forces having the whole length of 

the beam as leverage, the bending moment is at least an order of magnitude larger. 

As the previous sections have indicated, each solution for the link deflection '11,(:1:, t) 

has been separated into a product of two functions. The first, a function of x, the 

position along the beam, and the second a function of time. All the solutions are 
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Hlllllllled to produce the motion of the beam. Therefore u(x, t) = L.:r,"l (:C)qei(t), 

which is know as assumed modes method. The question then arises as to what functions 

to UHP. for the assumed modes and how many of them. 

In a llluitilink flexible manipulator, the boundary conditions for each flexible link 

change aH t.he configuration changes. These boundary conditions are a mass and rotary 

inertia at the end of the link. In order to avoid calculating the true mode shapes at 

c";.teh (;ime Htep, a complete set of configuration independent functions is chosen. The 

dOHer the chosen shapes are to the true shapes, the faster the set will converge. There 

has been a lot of debate in the literature about whether the inboard link end should be 

modelled with clamped or pinned boundary conditions. Because actuators introduce 

a large inertia, particularly if they are geared, clamped boundary conditions are closer 

to the true shape than pinned boundary conditions. When a proportional feedback 

loop is closed around the joint, the joint is made much stiffer and the clamped bound

ary conditions become an even better choice [Cetinkunt and Book, 1990]. Choosing 

c:larnped boundary conditions means joint torques do not influence the elastic co

ordinates directly, only through the coupling in the mass matrix. Clamped boundary 

conditions also have properties that make modelling easier for multilink robots. The 

control influence matrix is then 

B (2.64) 

which has used to generate the model in this chapter. 

In the modelling of large space structures, the true mode shapes for a cantilevered 

bealll have commonly been employed. These shapes work well when there is no 

llificant tip mass but in the manipulator context a large number of shapes is required 

t.o get convergence to the true shape. An alternative selection of shapes, motivated by 

the shape a cantilevered beam takes when a tip force is applied, are the polynomials 

,:r;4, ... . While this selection converges to the true mode shapes with a small 

ll11mbc""r of polynomials, the resulting elastic part of the mass matrix M n,ee is full, If 

Lhe polynomials are chosen to be orthogonal, M n,ee is a diagonal matrix. 

Orthogonal polynomials 

Usillg a Gram-Schmidt process [Bhat, 1985], an orthogonal set of polynomials can be 

gcmerated. The polynomials can then be scaled to make J 13n 'ljJne 'IjJ~e dm 1 as followR. 

GiVC~ll a polynomial <Po (x), an orthonormal set of polynomials on the interval 0 :s: x :s: l 

(:(1,11 be generated: 

(2.65) 

( 2.66) 
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where 

and 

10
1 

y<Pk-l <Pk-2 dx 

10
1 

<PL2 dx 

The polynomials <pdx) satisfy the orthogonality condition 

where bjj = 1, bjk 0, j =I k. 

(2.G7) 

(2.G8) 

(2.69) 

Construction of the first member <Po (x) is carried out to satisfy the boundary 

conditions of a clamped-free beam, namely 

1£(0) u'(O) = ul/(l) = 1£I/'(l) = O. (2.70) 

Assuming the deflection function to be of the form 

u(x) (2.71) 

and applying the boundary conditions (2.70) gives the deflection shape as 

u(x) (2.72) 

where a4 is an arbitrary constant. The normalised polynomial is obtained as 

(2.7J) 

All of the subsequent polynomials <Pk(X), k E {1, 2, ... } meet the clamped end boulHlary 

conditions but not the free end. As the beam being modelled has a mass attached 

instead of a free end, not enforcing the free end boundary conditions leads to a superior 

model. 

Define mode function k for beam n a..':l 

(2.74) 

and hence M ri,ee = 1. 
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Comparison of mode shapes 

U sing a single flexible arm, a comparison of the number of mode shapes required for 

the model to converge to the correct natural frequencies has been carried out. The 

manipulator arm llsed for the comparison was constructed a 1 m long 30x6 mm 

aluminium flat fitted with a 1.64 kg tip mass. This arm has the same properties 

itS that used in Section 4.3 except that the tip mass has zero length and the hub 

inertia is infinity. Modifying these properties allowed the true natural frequencies to 

1 jp calculated the beam model with clamped-mass boundary conditions. 

True Polynomial Shape Function Clamped-Free Shape Function 

Frequency Frequency Error Frequency Error 

(rad/sec) (rad/sec) (%) (rad/sec) (%) 

8.377 8.377 0 8.378 0.01 

83.37 83.37 0 87.41 5 

235.3 235.3 0 260.7 11 

587.4 587.4 0 647.0 ! 10 

1135 1135 0 1250 10 

1868 1869 0.04 2063 10 

2787 2824 1 3088 11 

3889 4045 4 4333 11 

5275 7008 35 5810 12 

6645 10273 55 7556 14 

Table 2.1 Modelling error in natural frequencies of clamped-mass beam with ten shape functions 

TiLble 2.1 shows the first ten natural frequencies for the beam, compared with the 

fi:equencies calculated by the model with orthonormal polynomial shape functions 

section 2.2.1) and with the clamped-free shape functions: 

where Ak; are the roots of 

,md 
cosh Ak + cos Ak 
sinh Ak + sinAk . 

AkX)J - sln-
Z

- (2.75) 

Both of the assumed mode methods used ten shape functions to model the link deflec-

bonl). The polynomial shape functions model the first eight frequencies with less than 

5% error but the clamped-free shape functions have only the first two within the 5% 

error. Clearly, the free boundary condition limits the clamped-free shaped functions 
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convergence rate. Shape functions chosen close to the true shape will provide good 

convergence. 

For control purposes on a flexible manipnlator, it is desirable to model only the lllOf:)t 

important modes. Hughes [1987] has shown that, for a slender beam, the importance of 

the modes decreases monotonically with increase in frequency. Therefore simple modal 

truncation is a suitable way of reducing the order of the model for control purposes. 

It is desirable to be able to model these chosen modes with the lowest order controller 

possible. Tables 2.2 and 2.3 show that the polynomial shape fUIlctions give excellent 

prediction of the natural frequencies when low order models are used, i.e., using two 

or three shape functions. 

True Polynomial Shape Funetion Clamped-Free Shape 

Frequency Frequency Error Frequency 

(rad/sec) (md/sec) (%) (rad/sec) 

8.377 8.382 0.06 8.385 

83.40 0.04 97.81 17 

243.3 3.4 344.1 46 

Table 2.2 Modelling error in natural frequencies of clamped-mass beam with three shape fUllctiolls 

True Polynomial Shape Function Clamped-Free Shape FundiO

J Frequency l<requency Error l<requency Error 

(md/sec) (rad/sec) (%) I (rad/sec) (%) 
. . . 

8.377 8.408 0.37 8.399 0.26 I 
I 

L 83.37 I 84.66 1.5 106.6 27 I 

Table 2.3 Modelling error in natural frequencies of clamped-mass beam with two shape functions 

2.3 Unmodelled dynamics 

In the derivation of the dynamics of the manipulator, a large number of assumptions 

have been made so as to produce equations that are simple enough for control purposes. 

The following sections list the most significant areas that the model difiel's fi.·ollll'eality. 

It will become obvious that controllers which rely on very accurate models to cancel 

the dynamics of the manipulator will fail to perform adequately. 

2.3.1 Geometric stiffening and link foreshortening 

When the manipulator performs a rapid manoeuvre, the centripetal force produced by 

the mass at the distal end of the link, puts the link under tension. As the tension ill 
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the ann increases, t.he lateral deflection decreases and the natural frequencies of the 

ann increase. This "stiffening" of the ann is known as geometric stiffening. Models 

have been developed that include geometric stiffening; see for example [Likins et al., 

1.973] and [Simo and Vu-Quoc, 1987]. 

lIt Section 2.2.1, the integrals defining the shape functions have been performed 

over the length of the undeformed flexible beam. In reality t.he beam length has to 

he measured over its deformed shape, leading to the error of 8l in Figure 2.4, know 

as foreshortening. This 8l also has an effect on the kinematics which has not been 

accounted for in the formulation of the dynamics. 

x 

Figure 2.4 Change in length of arm with elastic deflection 

Work by Damaren and Sharf [1995] and Stanway et aL [1998] has shown that 

the iuclusion of the geometric stiffening and link foreshortening terms do not add 

significantly to the accuracy of the model, while increasing the computational effort 

and producing a model that exhibits poor convergence. 

2.3.2 Gearbox flexibility 

In the model of the manipulator, the inertia of the motor has been coupled directly to 

the proximal end of the link. In reality, the connection is often through a gearbox which 

has some compliance. As the structural flexibility can be measured, the manipulator 

model can be augmented to include the effects of it. With Kg defining the gearbox 

st.iffness, the dynamics for a single link is 

(2.76) 

with the motor inertia (Irn) and torque (7) referred to the output shaft of the gearbox. 

An extra complex pole has been added, which can be in the area of interest if the 

p;earhox stiffness is not sufficiently high. The effect of the pole is to add more phase 

ai, 11ip;11 frequency, which can destroy the passivity property relied on in the following 

dlapter. 
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Figure 2.5 Torque transmitted through gearbox with backlash 

2.3.3 Gearbox backlash 

As well as having structural flexibility, the gearbox will also have some backlash betweeu 

the gears. No torque can be transmitted through the gearbox when the motion is withiu 

the backlash; see Figure 2.5 for the case when a static torque is applied. 

For a sinusoidal input, the stiffness of the gearbox can be modelled with the fol

lowing nonlinear function, 

(2.77) 

where a is amplitude of the link angle, 2b is the angle of backlash, Kg is the gearbox 

stiffness and 

f(x) 
{ ~ [sin '(x) + xVI - x'j 

x?1 

O:S;x<1 
(2.78) 

is the so-called describing function [Vidyasagar, 1993] that separates the oseillatiOll 

that remains inside the backlash, x ? 1, from the oscillation that includes motioll of 

the motor. The augmented model for a single link is then 

-1](a) 

1](a) 

o 
(2.79) 

The stiffness matrix is now dependent on the amplitude of oscillatiou and hence the 

natural frequencies vary with amplitude. 

When the amplitude of the oscillation remains inside the backlash, 'Tl 0 anel tlH~ 

natural frequencies match those of the beam with pinned boundary conditiolls phlH 

an extra rigid body motion. Figure 2.6 shows these modes by circles on left axiH of 

Figure. As the amplitude grows large, x ~ 0 and 1] ~ K, giving natural fl'eqnellcit)s 

that match the model with no backlash. The circles on the right hand axis of Figun~ 
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2.G indicate the natural freqnencies of the beam with rigidly attached motor. The lines 

in Figure 2.6, show the natural frequencies of the system including gearbox backlash 

with respect. to the amplitude of vibration. As can be seen, there is an extra natural 

h'(~qnency introduced by the gearbox flexibility which migrates higher as the amplitude 

increases. Any controller that relies on the cancellation of the flexible modes is going 

1;0 pm'form poorly as these modes are not well defined. 
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Figure 2.6 Natural frequency change as amplitude ~U""Ua'oc' 
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A more comprehensive model, that considers the impact as the teeth come into 

co llt act , has been proposed by Gerdes and Kumar [1995] where they show that low 

amplitude motions are dominated by stable impact patterns. The impact excites the 

high frequency modes of the manipulator arm, which have little effect on the tip motion, 

awl die out very quickly. Therefore there is no advantage from including impact in the 

model. 

2.3.4 Friction 

is very little damping in the structural members of a flexible manipnlator but 

the motion at the joints suffers from significant friction forces. Brushed DC motors 

introduce frictional forces from the contact of the brushes with the commutator. 
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Low backlash gearboxes also suffer due to the sliding contact between the gearH. 

Rather than including the friction in the dynamic model for the manipulator, it 

is cancelled in the motor calibration with a torque calculated from a friction model 

[Armstrong-Helouvry et al., 1994]. The major difficulties in performing friction COlll

pensation are the difficulty in modelling friction at very low velocities and the difficulty 

in measuring the velocity for the model. The compensation uses a Coulomb plus viscous 

friction model (Figure 2.7), while ignoring the stiction. 

I:evelof 
C oubm b Fri:: tim 

revelof 
C oubm b Fri:: tim 

Figure 2.7 Torque due to Coulomb and visc01lS friction 

The uncompensated stiction is generally stabilising but it can lead to large steady

state errors if the controller gain is not high. If this stiction is coupled with an illtegral 

feedback term in the controller, a limit cycle around the desired terminal position call 

occur. 



Chapt 3 

Experirnental apparatus 

Control theory has grown up as a branch of applied mathematics and because of this 

many researchers believe that mathematical proof and simulation are sufficient to show 

the worthiness of a control theory. Coming from a background of engineering, this 

author believes that abstract mathematical constructs are useful to view some of the 

pl'Opel'ties of control problems but the desired result is to control a physical plant. Let 

me quote some lessons learnt by Dennis Bernstein about experimentation [Bernsteill, 

H)9Sl: 

.. In order to understand why control experiments are valuable for control research, 

yov, m7lst .first do control experiments. 

III All real data is finite and noisy. 

.. Contml e:r;pe7'iments focus attention on performance and implementation issues 

that are overlooked and difficult to capture in numerical simulation. 

II Control experiments can reveal whether the mathematical assumptions of control 

theory a1'e realistic and can help ident~ftJ which physical aJ/ects are important. 

.. Contml experiments provide a quick way to identify control methods that seem to 

work under real-world conditions as well as those that clearly don't. 

.. Contml research without experiments is like music without sound. 

It was decided that experimental validation was required for this research a.nd 

to that end an experimental robot facility was constructed. This chapter details the 

construction of the robot and control system. Also mentioned are some issues that 

mose with sensing and actuation. 

3.1 Robot manipulator 

A lot of published experimental research has been limited to a single flexible link or 

1.0 a two-link robot with only one link flexible. While being a good starting point, 
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Figure 3.1 Overview of experimental robots 

practical application of these configurations is limited. By having fixed inertia at the 

outboard end of the flexible link, flexible dynamics are easily modelled. Making the 

first two links flexible, this research covers the more general case where the flexible 

links' outboard inertia is configuration dependent. 

In order to emphasise the problem that this research was conducted for, it was 

decided to construct a serial robot with very flexible links. Unfortunately, in the 

presence of gravity a very flexible robot cannot support its own weight. To overcome 

this problem and to also constrain the elastic motion to lateral vibration in the links, 

a thl'ee-DOF robot was designed to operate in a horizontal plane. Air pucks operatil1g 

011 a glass topped table supported the mass of the actuators and payload. Even tllOugh 

the experimental robot has been limited to three-DoF, the theory for generating the 

approximate causal inverses is applicable to the general six-DOF case. 

An overview of the experimentall'obot facility is shown in Figure 3.1. TlH~ right 

hand robot has been called the low-backlash robot due to the use of low backlash 

gearboxes in its construction. The left hand robot uses gearboxes with higher amoullt1O 

of backlash and it has therefore been called the high-backlash robot. It i::; the low

backlash robot that has been used for all the experimental work in thi::; project. 

Design and construction of the test facility took place within the Departmeut 

of Mechanical Engineering for use in this and other related project::;. The table is 

constructed a::; a 300 by 300 mm grid of jacking screws that can be individually adju::;telL 

vertically. Sitting OIl top of these screws is a 30mm thick piece of particle board topplxl 
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Figure 3.2 Low-backlash experimental robot 

off with a 12mm thick sheet of glass. By using an accurate spirt level and adjusting all 

the jadcing screws in a spiral from the centre of the table, a very smooth fiat surface 

waR produced. Forcing air out of ports in perspex pucks meant a very thin layer of ail' 

,vas maintained between the glass table and the pucks. With no contact between two 

RurfaceR, very low friction supports for the actuators and payload were produced. 

(':lllerp;ency situations the air supply to the pucks can be shut off to greatly increase the 

drag and bring the robot to a stop. 

Construction of the robot is modular; any actuator can be attached to either end of 

allY lillk. In the configuration used for this research, the first two links were constructed 

from aluminium flat 30x6 mm with a joint to joint length of 500 mm. This rectangular 

croSR flection provided an easily modelled structurally flexible link. The last link is a 

Sl101't rigid member connecting the wrist actuator to the payload. Since two long linIeR 

provide the reach of the robot and a short link provides tip orientation, construction 

of this robot follows the same design philosophy that would be used when designing a 

real robot manipulator. 

Each link of the robot consists of a rigid hub where attachment to the preceding 

ad.uator is made and a constant cross section flexible arm. This is followed by a rigid tip 

where attachment to the next actuator is made. Figure 3.2 clearly shows the different. 

partH to the; individual links. All the wires for sensing and actuator control are strung 

above the flexible members which reduces their impact on the link dynamics. Inertial 

a.11(1 stiffness properties of the parts of both robots are tabulated in Appendix B. 

To he able to easily change the payload attached to the robot, a cylinder waH 

constmeted that could contain a variable number of metal disks (Figure 3.3). By 

a.d<lillg or removing disks, the mass could be changed in seconds. Keeping the centre 

of lllass of the payload at the same height as the flexible member, torsional effects in 

the flexible member were kept to a minimum. 
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Figure 3.3 Variable mass payload 

3.2 Motors and current drives 

Because of their high torque-to-weight ratio, direct current (DC) motors have beelJ 

chosen for this project. Multi-stage gearboxes reduce the high operating speed of the 

motors down to the speed required at the robot's joints. Unfortunately gearboxes intro

duce some undesirable characteristics. In particular gear backlash introduces nOll linear 

effects that are difficult to model and the accuracy that the robot can position its tip 

is reduced. Other considerations with this choice of actuators are the frictioll, partic

ularly from brush contact, and large inertia when the armature inertia is projected tu 

the gearbox output shaft. 

With the availability of two sets of DC motors, two different robot arm:; have be<:)lJ 

constructed. The difference between them is the amount of backlash in the gearboxes. 

The overall dimensions of the robots are the same but the length of the flexible members 

varies due to the different dimensions of the gearboxes. Appendix B gives a list of all 

the relevant properties of the actuators, gearboxes and links. 

As part of the research into current control of DC motors using novel techniques 

[Dunlop and Cree, 1997, 1998], a motor controller was developed by the author that 

provided the torque control required for this project. The required torque wa:; output 

from the controller as an analog signal via a 12-bit DA COIlverter. A PI controller ill 

the motor drive then controlled the current to that level. Six drives were prodnce(L 

and tuned individually to each motor to give the fastest step response with minimal 
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()verRhoot. The electrical time constants are 440, 400, 300,um for the shoulder, elbow 

(I.ud wrist motors, respectively. With the electrical dynamics of the motor and controller 

cOlnbillatiolls being orders of magnitude faster than the mechanical dynamics, they have 

heell ignored in the manipulator model. 

3.2.1 Friction compensation 

Friction in the actuators comes from two main sources, both of which involve sliding 

frictioll. Brush contact on the commutator is the main source but gear contact in thc 

low-ba.cklash gearboxes was also significant. Because static friction is nonlinear it has 

Hot l)(~en included in the dynamic model. If left uncompensated, it would produce poor 

tracking and large steady-state errors. It was therefore required to be compensated for 

as part of the motor calibration. 

Dnc to its dissipative nature, friction has a stabilising effect on the robot and it is 

hetter to nnder-compensate for it. Over-compensation of friction can result in destabil

isation of the robot. Some problems were also experienced due to noisy velocity signals. 

The direction the friction compensation is added depends on the direction of motion. 

At very low velocities the direction is not clearly defined and friction compensation is 

not as smooth as it should be. 

Stictiou has been ignored in the compensation and created problems when the 

adna.tor stopped close to the desired position. The feedback controller did not supply 

sufficicnt torque to start the joint moving again with the result that large steady

state (~lTors occurred. Adding high frequency dither to the torque helped overcome the 

stiet.ioll. As the average value of the dither was zero and its frequency was higher than 

inertial dynamics of the motor, it did not effect robots motion other than reducing the 

effect of stiction. Because the high value of dither required could have a significant 

effect on the life of' the actuators, it was not used extensively. 

3.2.2 Actuator calibration 

It is often a.ssumed that the torque from a DC motor is proportional to the armature 

ClllT8Ut, which is the basis for the previously mentioned motor drive. Unfortunately, 

loHseH in the magnetic circuit, brush friction and other nonlinear effects reduce the va

lidity of t.his assumption. accurate calibration was required to ensure that controller 

ont.pnts were correctly mapped to motor currents and hence to torques. 

Each motor in turn was rigidly mounted and had a large payload attached at the 

elld of' a. 500 mm rigid link. Constant current commands were applied to the motor and 

the acceleration was measured over a range of speeds. A model for the actuator was 

astHlmed that included static and dynamic friction and allowed a quadratic relationship 

1Id,w("en current and torque. By fitting the collected data to this model, one lineal' 
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relationship was found between current and torque during acceleration and a different 

linear relationship during deceleration. 

3.3 Controller 

Computation of model-based feedback and the simultaneous computation of tiw ap

proximate inverse-based feedforward requires the ability to perform a large number 

of floating point calculations in a very short space of time. Also of importance iH 

the ability to transform physical measurements into digital words that the controller 

can operate on, without significant time delays. The following sections describe the 

controller hardware and performance issues associated with it. 

3.3.1 Digital signal processor 

The heart of the controller is dual Texas Instruments TMS320C44 digital signal pro

cessors (DSP). These floating point processors are optimised for performing matrix 

operations. One processor is dedicating to performing the feedback controller calcula

tions. It has communications to the hardware via a DSP-link and to a host personal 

computer (pc) via dual-port ram and the computer's ISA bus. A program rUllniug 011 

the pc collects data from the controller and saves it for off-line analysis. The second 

DSP is not involved in the feedback control at all and can be used for any other task 

required. At different times it has been used for the real-time calculation of the approx

imate inversion-based feedforward and for determining the end-effector positioll froll1 

a CCD camera. 

3.3.2 Data acquisition 

All the inputs required by the feedback controller must be converted from physical mea

surements to digital words. Following the controller calculations the actuator torqu(~H 

must be converted from a digital word to a motor current. Two Precision MicroDymull-

1cs MFIO-3B motion control interface cards connect to the controller via the DSP-liuk 

aud provide following conversions: 

011 Six channels of quadrature encoder decoding. Each actuator is equipped with (l, 

quadrature encoder to provide a measurement of joint angle. These ellcoderH an: 

incremental and require a datum position to be set so that the joint angle call 

be calculated as a change from that position. Decoding produces four COUllts for 

every slot in the encoder, giving the lowest resolution of 1.8 x 10-:3 degn3eH per 

count for the wrist actuator. 
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.. Six channels of simultaneous 12-bit analog-to-digital conversion (ADO). Inputs 

from strain gauges placed along the flexible links are used to estimate the link 

( lefledion . 

.. Six channels of 12-bit digital-to-analog conversion (DAO). Connected to the mo

tor drives, these outputs sent the desired actuator currents to the drivers for 

amplification . 

.. Digital r/o. By providing each joint with an optical limit switch and by placing 

opt.ical sensors along the of the table, an out of control :robot would trip t.he 

controller before reaching the limit of its travel. 

.. Interrupt timer. Triggers ADO, DAO and starts interrupt code running. All tlw 

code for generating feedback control is contained within the interrupt function, 

;l1lowing the very precise timing required for discrete time control. 

Another card designed and built in-house used a Xilinx field programmable gate 

array (FPGA) to provide timing of encoder pulses and OOD camera interface as described 

ln the next two sections. This card also communicated with the processor via the DSP

link. 

3.3.3 Tip measurement using a CCD camera 

To determined the manipulator tip position and orientation a charge coupled detector 

(OOD) camera was mounted above the table. The 256 x 256 pixel camera was connected 

to one of the DSPs through its serial communication port. Interfacing between the DSP's 

comnnmication port and the OOD camera was accomplished with a Xilinx FPGA. A 

data rate of 12.5 Mbytes per second was achieved allowing 200 frames a second to be 

trau:'lferred. order to use the camera to detect the tip position and orientation two 

points 011 the tip had to be detected. Two infrared LEDs where mounted on the payloafi 

with it separation distance of 110 mm. Once the current frame had been received by the 

DSP, the two brightest pixels corresponding to the two LEDs were located. The search 

;dgorithm checked two 8 x 8 pixel squares centred on the last known positions. Once 

(,he brightest had been located, sub pixel interpolation was achieved by fitting 

polynomials to the brightest pixel and its neighbours in both the x and y directions. 

Using this method the tip position could be measured to an accuracy of ±1mm anel 

the orientation to ±0.02rad. 

The main problem when trying to use the camera output for feedback purposes waR 

t.lw noisy v("lloeity signal generated by differentiating the position. A change in position 

of 2111111 ill of a second gives a velocity of 400111m/s. As the maximum velocity of 

the tip was 900mm/s, the noise was almost 50% of the maximum value rendering the 

value calculated useless. 
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Figure 3.4 CCD camera in mounting frame 

3.3.4 Tip estimation using strain gauges 

Because of the slow response of the CCD camera, a faster method of estimatillg tll(: 

tip position was implemented. Three sets of strain gauges were placed equidiHtautly 

along each flexible member. A half bridge was formed with a strain gauge OIl each 

side of the beam. This configuration cancels out longitudinal strains and temperature 

efii:;cts. After amplification and anti-alias filtering, the bridge voltages were read by the 

controller's ADCs. 

Calibration of the strain bridges took place with the beam clamped ill a horizontal 

position and a known load attached to the tip. Simple mechanics of materials pl'Ovid(~s 

a relationship between load and strain at each bridge location. 

To estimate the link deflection, the strain from the first three mode Hlmpes UH(;d 

ill the dynamic model were calculated. A Himple transformation from strains to elastic 

variable qe was developed. The displacement and rotation of any point 011 the bealll 

could be estimated by using the relevant mode shapes multiplied by qe' The deflectioll 

of the tip measured this way coincided with the measured deflection during calibratioll. 

Elastic deflection and rotation at the end of each flexible link combined with th!: 

joint angle from the encoders provides all the information necessary to eHtimate tlw 

robot tip position. When the tip position estimated this way was compared (,0 til<! 

position measured by the camera, the difference was within the error produc(;d by 

gearbox backlash. 
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Figure 3.5 View of second flexible link showing strain gauges 

3.3.5 Joint velocity measurement 

The output of a shaft encoder is a quantised measurement of the shaft angle. Both basic 

controllers such as PD and more complex state feedback require joint velocity feedback 

There are two simple methods of estimating the angular velocity, finite-difference and 

inverse-time. Finite-difference schemes count the number of encoder pulses that occur 

in a fixed amount of time, multiplying by a constant that represents the angle per count 

divided by the sample time gives the velocity. This velocity estimate is significantly 

degraded when very few pulses occur during the sample period, i.e. for low velocities 

or short sampling periods. 

Bdanger [1992] has suggested using a Kalman filter to improve to finite-difference 

approach at low velocities. Filtering leads to improved estimation of the magnitude of 

the veloeity but it also adds phase lag. Experience with the plant demonstrated that; 

the extra phase lag was more problematic than noise being filtered and so filtering has 

been discarded. 

Measuring the time between pulses leads to the inverse-time scheme, the velocity 

iH the angle between pulses divided by the measured time. Again the estimate degrades 

hut this time for high velocities when there are very few clock pulses between encoder 

Jl1l1sec;. Also it is difficult to determine if the shaft is stationary because the velocity 

is determined when an encoder pulse occurs, which does not happen when the shaft is 

stationary. 

Because of a desire to keep the phase lag to a minimum, the joint velocity was cal

culated using the inverse-time method. By using a fast clock, the inverse-time method 

was more accnrate than the finite-difference estimate over the entire speed range of 

interest. To overcome the problems of very low velocities, if encoder position had not 

dmllged from the previous period the velocity was set to zero. 
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3."1 Model validation 

In order to check the validity of the mathematical model generated to represent the 

robot, a comparison of the natural frequencies was carried out. Table 3.1 listH tlw 

first six non-zero natural frequencies from the model as well as measurements maclt: 

experimentally on the plant. In both cases the robot was fully extended, i.e. all the 

joint angles were set to zero. In the experimental case, a sine wave of slowing increasing 

frequency was applied to each actuator in turn. Measurements of joint angle alld thp 

strain in the flexible members were used to determine where the natural frequellcieN 

occurred. For the model, 10 shape functions were used to model each flexible member 

and the natural frequencies were obtained from the eigenvalues of the undamped model. 

L 69.4 68.5 ± 1.5 
I 

126 124± 2 

307 297.5 ± 7.5 

1276 unmeasurable 

1849 unmeasurable 

Table 3.1 Natural frequencies of low-backlash robot fully extended (rad/sec) 

The natural frequencies of the experimental robot were not clearly defined. N 011-

linear effects, particularly backlash in the gearboxes, allows the natural frequencies to 

shift with changes in amplitude. As the amplitude decreased the frequencies also de~ 

creased. Further more, the third and fourth frequencies were difficult to measure and 

the higher modes impossible due to their low amplitude oscillatioll. The large inertia 

of the actuators causes them to act as low-pass filters, blocking the higher frequellcy 

torques from exciting the link dynamics. 

With all this in mind, the natural frequencies found experimentally almost perfectly 

match the model's natural frequencies. Now that the model has been shown to 11l1:1tch 

the plant, at least for the low frequencies, it can be used to generate controllerH with 

some confidence. 



Chapter 4 

Control of manipulators using passivity 

Au important concept encountered in systems and control theory is that of passivity 

[Anderson and Vongpanitlerd, 1973]. Roughly speaking a system is passive if it does 

not "deliver" energy and strictly passive if it "consumes" energy. This concept was 

motivated by the fact that networks containing RLC elements in circuit theory are 

passive due to the energy that is dissipated as heat in the resistors and stored in 

capacitors and inductors. A similar role is played by friction in mechanical systems. 

Passivity has become a fundamental tool in stability analysis of feedback systems. 

4.1 Passivity 

UsinR the input-output theory presented by Desoer and Vidyasagar [1975] and 

space with bounded 2-norm and its extended space the following properties 

can be established. 

_U_(_t) __ ~~I~_g __ ~ ___ y_(t)-.~ 

Figure 4.1 Passive mapping 

The squ<ue operator 9 : 
inner product satisfies 

I---t L2e : u I---t y (Figure 4.1) is passive if the truncated 

(4.1 ) 

;wcl iH strictly passive if there also exists 8 0 such that 

T 

010 uTu dt, \:Iu E L2e, \:It> O. (4.2) 
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4.1.1 Structurally flexible robots are passive 

When a rigid or structurally flexible robot has its output defined as joint l'aLc aml 

its input as joint torque, it is a passive system. Passivity will be proved here fOl tlll: 

flexible case. A similar argument can be used for the rigid case. 

l"rom (2.53), the dynamic equations for a flexible manipulator are 

(4.3) 

with output 0 13T q. The notational dependence on q, q and t has been dropped for 

darity. 

The total energy of the manipulator using Equations (2.45) and (2,47) for the 

kinetic and potential energies respectively is, 

H=T+V 
~qTM q + ~qTK q. 

Taking the derivative of (4.4) with respect to time and using (4.3) gives 

if = qTMi:j+ ~qTMq+qTKq 

= qT(13T - 'Dq - Cq - Kq) + ~qTMq + qTKq 

=qT13T qT'Dq+qT(~M-C)q+qT(K-K)q 

= q'I'J3T qT'Dq 

(4.4) 

( 4.5) 

where qT (~M - C) q 0 [Ortega and Spong, 1989J. Assuming H(O) = 0, the inner 

product 

>0 (4. (j) 

since ]11: > 0, > 0, and'D ::::: O. Note that this passivity proof does not require allY 

damping in the manipulator. 
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4.1.2 Passivity theorem 

Ud + U Y .. .. 9 .,. '-.-I .. .. 
A~' 

'U' 
U c H .. y .... Yd 

... .... 

Figure 4.2 Passive feedback system 

theorem states that if Q and 1i are connected in a negative feedback 

system, (Figure 4.2), with Q passive, 1i strictly passive and finite then Yd, Ud E L2 

implies that y, U c E L2 and the closed-loop map is termed L2-stable. If in additioll, 

the dosed-loop system is stabilisable and zero-state detectable, the output y(t) 

asymptotically converges to Yd [Lanari and Wen, 1991J. It should be noted that the 

llew system is itself passive from Ud to y. 

Generally if a whole class of plants is passive, the passivity property does not rely 

on individual values for properties such as mass, stiffness and damping. We are free 

to any strictly passive feedback controller and the closed-loop system for that 

dass of plants will be L2-stable. Thus the passivity theorem has given us a method to 

prove stability. Unfortunately it does not say anything about the performance of the 

eOlltrolled system. 

1.3 Positive real systems 

[11 context there is a concept similar to passivity. A square matrix function 

G(.~) is positive real (PR) [Wen, 1988J if: 

1. All elements G (8) are analytic for Re{ s} > 0; 

2. G(.s) is real for real positive s; 

J. For aJI real w, 

(4.7) 

4, 

(4.8) 
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A positive real transfer function has relative degree of -1, 0, 01' 1 and is minimulll phase, 

Direct determination of properties 1-4 for a 81SO system is easily achieved by plottiug 

the transfer function as a function of 8, but they become tediolls for transfer matrices 

(wIlMO systems). If the inequality in 3 is strictly enforced, the system is then strictly 

positive real (SPR). An important feature of an SPR feedback controller is it will always 

stabilise a passive system. 

Wen [1988] compares a number of different methods for establishing positive re

alness with the most suitable for MIMO systems known as the Kalmall-Yakubovieh 

Lemma. Given an exponentially stable LTI system 9 with a minimal realisation (A,B, 

O,D), then G(8) is positive real if and only if there exists a symmetric positive definite 

matrix P and matrices Wand L such that 

01' PB+LW (4.9b) 

( L1.9c) 

If (4. 9a) is modified by adding a positive definite matrix Q such that 

-Q (4.10) 

then G (8) is strictly positive real. An SPR system with positive definite D also fulfills 

the requirements for a strictly passive system [Wen, 1988]. 

4.2 Passivity based control 

The appealing features of control using the passivity theorem are: 

til Both linear and nonlinear models can be considered in the same framewOl'k 

Hence there is no problem with a linear controller being applied to a nonlinear 

plant. 

Passive control does not depend on any spatial discretisatiol1 of the equations and 

therefore cannot cause spillover. 

"" Once a passive controller is chosen, a scalar feedback gain can be adju:ol;(:cl to 

tune the performance without causing any instability. 

<II Since passivity is independent of state and is an input-output theory, llO e:otilllft

tors or extra sensors are required. 

~ Passivity-based control has stability robustness to parameter uncertainties Hillc(~ 

stability was proved without using the parameters of the systelll. 
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II; is interesting to note that t.he work by Friedman and Bernst.ein [1993], usmg 

maximum entropy controller synthesis to develop robust control for flexible structm'es, 

leads to SPR controllers in certain conditions. In the case of collocated actuators and 

s(~nsors, the maximum entropy controller became positive-real as the error in the natural 

frequency was increased. 

4.2.1 Linear flexible structures 

Large space structures are characterised by a linear model with many natural frequen

des packed closely together. The frequency of the higher order modes are often poorly 

(lefillecl. Controller spillover, which is instability in modes that were not included in the 

controller model, is a problem. The use of SPR controllers prevents the destabilisation 

of these high frequency modes. 

Modification of the LQG synthesis to produce SPR controllers have been imple

mented for large space structures by the several authors. Benhabib et a1. [1981] pro

posed designing the estimator gain K e with either pole placement or Kalman filter 

snch that Ac = A KeG is stable. By choosing Q QT::::: 0, the Lyapunov 

equation PAc + A~'P = -Q can be solved for its unique positive definite solution 

P. The resulting controller feedback gain, K c = K~ P produces a feedback system 

1£(s) = K(:(,,,l AJ-1Ke that is SPR. 

Alternatively McLaren and Slater [1987] determined the feedback gain Keto min

ill1is0~ an index of performance as in the LQG method, producing stable Ad = A B K r' 

By choosing Q 
-Q - KTG c 

-T 
Q ::::: 0 and Q = QT ::::: 0, the Lyapunov equation PAd + AJ' P = 

-Q can be solved for symmetric, positive definite P. The 

(~stimator feedback gain K e = p-1 K~ ensures the feedback system is SPR. 

Lozano-Leal and Joshi [1988] assume G = BT and Joshi and Maghami [1992] 

give the more general solution for G BT P, PA + AT P = -QA for minimising 

the performance function J .f~= (xTQx + yTR-1y + uTRu) dt. Choosing Q e QA + 
P B R- 1 BT P and solving the algebraic Riccati equation PeAT + APe - P eGT R-1G P p + 
Q (. = 0 gives the estimator gain as K e = P eGT R-1

• Likewise the feedback gain is 

K,. BT Pc by choosing Qc Q + P BRl B'!'P with Q = QT > 0 and solving the 

dnal algebraic Riccati equation PeA + ATPe - PeBR-1BTPe + Qc = O. The result 

is an LQG controller with Q, Qe, Re R chosen to mal(e the controller SPR. In the 

reference it is stated that the extra term yTR-1y in the performance function does not 

lllace an overly large constraint on the system. 

Note that Q and R are free positive-definite matrices in the above three methods. 

III flection 4.3 a comparison of these three design methods has been carried out for a 

single flexible manipulator arm. 
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4.2.2 Passive control of rigid manipulators 

Rigid manipulators are fully actuated nonlinear systems that can be effectively COll

trolled with strictly passive controllers. By controlling the joints to follow a trajectory 

generated using the inverse kinematics, the tip will follow its desired trajectory. vVen 

and Bayard [1988] have exploited the passivity property for rigid robots to prove "ta

bility for both set-point regulation and trajectory tracking using a PD control plm; 

model-based feedforward. On a similar theme Paden and Panja [1988] use I'D control 

plus computed torque, with the I'D loop being updated at a much faster rate than 

the dynamic compensation. Paden and Riedle [1988] extend the PD control to any PH 

controller. An important advantage of using strictly passive controllers for manipulator 

control is that they can not cause limit cycling in the presence of fl-iction and stictioll 

[Riedle and Paden, 1990]. 

With the changing payload and changing configuration of a rigid manipulator, the 

inertia properties vary considerably_ Bayard and Wen [1988] and Ortega and Spong 

[1989]' to name only two, have produced adaptive passivity-based controllers to improve 

the performance with changing properties. 

4.2.3 Joint based passive control of flexible manipulators 

The extension of strictly passive controllers to robots with flexible joints 01' flexible link" 

is straightforward. It has been shown that flexible robots are passive for the collocated 

input/output pair of joint torque and joint rate. In the control of flexible l'Obot" , 

spillover of the control torques into unmodelled modes can cause instability. Because 

the natural frequencies are closely spaced, it is very difficult to design a controller 

that rolls off fast enough between modes to prevent spillover. The use of strictly 

passive controllers avoids the issue of spillover because the passive nature of the plaut 

is independent of the number of vibration modes used in its model. 

The passivity theorem does not discriminate between linear and nonlinear sy"tellls. 

It would allow a linear controller to be applied to a nonlinear plaut. In particular, all 

SPR controller could be applied to the nonlinear robot. One pl'Oblelll with lillear dy

namic controllers for nonlinear robots is that dynamics of the robot changes as the COll

figuration and payload change, leading to poor performance. A solution put forward by 

Damal'en [1996c] is to schedule different SpR controllers depending on the configumtioll 

of the robot (x). The net controller output is taken to be YAt) 8,,(X, t)Y'i(t;) 

where Si(X, t) are the scheduling signals. The controller Qc is strictly passive if the 

individual controller inputs satisfy Ui(t) = SiUc(t) and the individual controller" an: 

strictly passive. Some constraints were placed on the Si to guarantee that at le,wt 011(-; 

controller is in use at any time and that Si(X, t) E L2eVx, \It. 
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Set-point regulation 

For the time being, we limit discussion on stability to the case where (}tl is constant, 

that. is set-point regulation. Consider the case with (}el 0, this can be expanded to 

iuclude general constant (}r1 with a simple change of coordinates. A structurally flexible 

robot. is passive when the input is joint torque and the output is joint rate (Section 

4.1.1). Therefore it can be associated with 9 in Figure 4.2. The output y becomes 

joint rate (0) and the input u is joint torque (7"). 

In the frequency domain, the torque is defined as 

( 4.11) 

where H (s) is strictly proper and SPR. Here, the case of a strictly proper SPR controller 

Ims been rendered strictly passive by augmenting it with a parallel E1 term where 

E > O. This control structure has been used by Damaren [1996c] and is similar to that. 

advocated by Paden and Riedle [1988] and Lanari and Wen [1992]' who implemented a 

derivative feedback - KdO, which performed the same function as -d. A proportional 

feedback t.erm, - Kp(}, has been included to argument the stiffness term, so that the 

potential energy has a minimum at () O. This forces () 0, qe 0 to be an 

equilibrium point. It also has the effect of making the rigid modes observable from the 

output 0, while ret.aining passivity [Lanari and Wen, 1992]. Typically Kp is chosen to 

meet Ht.eady-st.at.e error specifications in t.he presence of constant disturbances. Using 

loop t.ransformations, - Kp(} is then considered as part. of t.he plant model for which 

H(.s) is designed. 

L(~t. the controller 1£, be implement.ed as 

(4.12) 

AH 1-[ is then from (4.10) there exists Pc > 0 and Q c 0 such that 

+ K T 
c· (4.D) 

With u chosen as (4.11), we have a strictly passive feedback cont.roller applied to (l, 

paHsive plant. By invoking the passivity theorem, Ud E £2, (}r1 constant implies that 

y = () E £2. 

II; remains to be shown that the closed-loop system has a st.able equilibrium at 

() 0, qr: 0 when Uri = O. Using the total energy of the plant (4.4), define the 

radially unbounded positive definite function 

(4.14) 
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Differentiating and using (4.5), (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) gives 

V q'I'J3u qTVq + ~(XTPCX + XTPCX) 

-qT13(KpO + Ccx + (h) qTVq ~XTQcX + qT13Ccx 

_q'l,[)q 

< o. 

'T' 
cO 0 

Since V :s: 0, we have shown Lyapunov stability when 'ltd = O. 

(4.15) 

Because V is uniformly bounded and positive definite, {O, q, qe} E Loo. From the 

equations of motion (4.3) and the a..symptotk stability of the SPR controller, {O, q, x} 

are uniformly bounded which makes {O, Vq, x} uniformly continuous and therefor\": 

x(t) -* 0, Vq(t) -t 0 and OCt) -t 0 as t -t 00. The asymptotic stability of H ilnplies 

u(t) -t -Kp[O(t) - Od] and the asymptotic behaviour of the trajectories is determined 

by the following equation: 

M(q)q + C(q, q)q + Vq + Kq + 13Ki} 0 (4.16) 

subject to the condition that 0 O. We a..ssume that Vq(t) = 0 and O(t) 13Tq(t) = 0 

imply that q O. "fhis zero-rate detectability condition is introduced by Damaren 

[1996c] and is similar to the zero-state detect ability hypothesis of Lanari and Well 

[1992]. Therefor Kq(t) + 13Kp O(t) -} 0 as t -} 00 and qe(t) -t 0 and O(t) -t Oil due 

to the partitioning of K. This proof can be extended to cover the presence of gravity 

by showing the potential energy has a uniform global minimum at q(t) qil' 

Tracking time-varying trajectories 

Various authors have put forward stability proofs for tracking control of flexible link 

or flexible joint manipulators with feedforward approximations [Lanm'i and Well, 1991; 

Lanari et al., 1993; Paden and Panja, 1988; Paden et al., 1990, 1993J. A COHllllOll tlielll() 

is that the feedforward is calculated as 

and then (4.17) is inserted directly into the manipulator dynamics (2.53) to produce 

the error dynamics. In a real manipulator the feedforward torque must be applied as 

un not BUff, therefore the inverse of 13 is required. In the cases of flexible-lillk awl 

fiexible-joint manipulators 13 is not square and a pseudo-inverse must be used. By 

failing to apply the feedforward torque correctly, the assumption that the robot is fully 

actuated has been made. When the pseudo-inverse is included ill the equations, many 

of the cancellations do not take place as indicated in the above papers. 

We have no proof of tracking stability for structurally flexible manipulatOl's. II; 
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is not, hard to imagine that a system that is stable for any set-point with a square 

integrable f'eedforward or disturbance torque is also stable for a slowly' changing set

point, In the authors experience, if a system is stable for set-point regulation, it will 

he: stable for tracking control if SUPt2':O Ilij d(t)ll, SUPt2':O 119d(t)II, SUPt2':O lIed(t) II, and ufr 

are not too large. 

4.2.4 Control of a multi-link flexible manipulator using tip feedback 

Wang and Vidyasagar [1990] and Pota and Vidyasagar [1991] implement a modified 

output, y le(t) ~j,(x, t), called the reflected tip position. That is the rigid body 

motion minus the elastic deformation at the tip of the link. It has been shown that, 

for certain conditions on the hub inertia, the transfer function from joint torque to the 

d(~rivative of the modified output is passive. By using the passivity theorem, any strictly 

pa.ssive compensator with finite gain will render the closed-loop system L2-stable, bnt 

lluiortunately good performance is not readily achieved. Although a single flexible beam 

is a llseful starting point, it does not exhibit many of the complex characteristics of a 

multi-link manipulator. These include multiple inputs and outputs and configuration

dependent mass matrices. 

For the case where the payload mass is very much larger than the manipulator, 

Damaren [1995] has redefined the inputs and outputs to generate a passive mapping. 

Assuming a large payload mass limits the usc of this theory to space based manipu

la.tors. Any terrestrial based manipulator would have to support the payload in the 

presence of gravity which would put severe limitations on the payload mass. By mod

ifying the input to be r{t) = Jfl(q)r(t) and outputs to be p Joe + I.LJeizel the 

lllanipulator can be shown to be passive when the payload is sufficiently large. The 

t.rue tip rates are captured by J.L 1; fl' 0 considers only joint induced motion while 

/1, = -1 corresponds to the derivative of the reflected tip position. The primary rea

SOlI for taking fJ. < 1 is the introduction of the elastic modes, which are unobservable 

when I)' = 1, into the controller input. The extension of this result to tracking control 

with an approximate inverse dynamics feedforward and PD feedback has been shown 

hy Damal'en [1996b] and with an adaptive feedback controller in Damaren [199Cia1. 

Christoiorol1 [1999] extends the above work into the practical implementation of aclap

tiV(~ controllers for a planar three-DoF flexible manipulator. 

4.3 Control of a single flexible link using SPR controllers 

In ()l'(ler to develop some ideas on the modelling and control of flexible manipulators 

without having to deal with the significant nonlinearities of multi-link arm, a single 

H(;xible linle has been used as the manipulator. Three different construction methods 

for SPR controllers of linear flexible structures have been shown section 4.2.1. A 
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comparison between controllers based on these methods plus LQG, PD and lead C0111-

pensators for a single flexible link has been carried out. 

4.3.1 Arm dynamic model 

Linearising the dynamics of a single flexible arm (2.55) about the undefonned arlll, 

leads to the LTI model 

(4.18) 

The torque is defined as 

(4.19) 

where Tff is a feedforward, e(t) = ()(t) - ()d(t) is the joint tracking errol', and 1-£ iH 

a strictly positive real feedback controller. The proportional feedback term Kpe( t) 

produces a global minimum in the potential energy at () = ()d. It also has the effect of 

making the joint angle observable from the output thereby enforcing the observability 

requirement [Lanari and Wen, 1992]. 

Let ()d Tff = 0 and define 

[
K

p 
0 1 

o Kee 
( 4.20) 

Choose 

p (4.21 ) 

so that the Kalman-Yakubovich Lemma (4.9a-c) are satisfied. The resultallt 

Q (4.22) 

indicates that the augmented plant is positive real. Any SPR feedback controller wili 

render the system L2 stable. 
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Figure 4.3 Single flexible link used for comparing controllers 

4.3.2 Experimental arm 

The experimental arm shown in Figure 4.3 was constructed to test the performance 

of the different controllers. Actuation was performed by the shoulder motor from the 

~1-lillk manipulator and the wrist motor acted as a payload. Aim long, 30x6 mm cold 

rolled aluminium flat was used for the structurally flexible arm. Appendix C lists the 

full details of the link and fittings. 

Using the digital controller running at a frequency of 1kHz, a torque in the form 

of a sine wave with varying frequencies was applied to the experimental apparatus. 

Taking .ioint rate as the output, the Bode plot in Figure 4.4 (solid line) was produced. 

The Bode plot of the model generated using the properties as listed in Appendix C is 

showl1 by the dashed line. Obviously the model is a good match to the real arm except 

a.t high frequencies. 

From the alternative definition of a PR system (4.7), it is obviolls that the transfer 

fnndion G (s) = C p (s 1-Ap) -1 will have a phase shift of between ±900
. It is apparent 

from Figure 4.4 that the phase of the Bode plot for the model remains within but 

l,lIe phase of the experimental arm exceeds the ±90o limitations at high frequencies. 

This (;~xtra phase lag is consistent with the time delay of a ZOH with a sample rate of 

1kHz. 

Vi/hen the time delay of a digital system is included, flexible robots fail the passivity 

test a.nd therefore they cannot satisfy the passivity theorem. Another source of mod

nlling errors at high frequency is the area of actuator dynamics, which are neglected in 

most rlnalYfles. In reality there is a significant amount of phase lag from these unmocl

dIed (lynamics at high frequencies. Slater et a1. [1992] propose that the stability of the 

dosed-loop system can be guaranteed if the controller bandwidth is sufficiently low and 

if [,here is enough high frequency roll-off that the phase and magnitude perturbations 
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Frequency (rad/s) 

l<requency (rad/s) 

Figure 4.4 Bode plot of experimental arm with input r and output e 

occur sufficiently outside the nominal system bandwidth. Another way of enforcing 

passivity is to add rate feedback, Kd(}, along with the proportional feedback already 

used. With a sufficiently large Kd, passivity can be a.<;sured but the cost is the lotoN 

of the high frequency gain roll-off. With a direct path fi'om joint rate to torque, tIll: 

clo;;ed-Ioop plant's sensitivity to rate measurement noise is significantly increasecl. 

4.3.3 Controller development 

III the design of a robot, one of the constraints would normally be the maximulll error 

ill the tip position. In this study the tip position is not part of the output. so it W;.Lto 

decided to design controllers based solely on joint measurement;;. Chapter G detail" 

the construction of a feedforward that converts a tip trajectory into a compatible 

joint trajectory. Closure of a joint feedback loop will be required to track that joi11t 

trajectory. The results of this section will be used to select that feedback controller. 

Define the L2 tracking error as 

(4.23) 
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and the Loo tracking error as 

= max 1 O(t) I· 
tElO,T] 

( 4.24) 

The controllers were chosen to minimise the tracking error of the joint, while meeting 

a constraint on the maximum joint error. As a measure of the efficiency of the controller, 

the L'2, 110rm of the control effort is defined as 

( 4.25) 

A low value for liTe 112T means the controller is not exerting a large control effort over 

the plant and hence the power requirements will be low. 

The controllers that are compared are: 

LQG POS LQG design using angle output; 

LQG Rate LQG design using rate output; 

SPR BIJ The SPR design of Benhabib, Iwens, and Jackson [Benhabib et al., 1981]; 

SPR MST The SPR design of McLaren, Takahashi, and Slater [McLaren and Slater, 

1987; Takahashi and Slater, 1986]; 

SPR LLJ The SPR design of Lozano-Leal and Joshi [Lozano-Leal and Joshi, 1988]; 

PD PD controller using angle output; 

Lead First order lead compensator using angle output. 

It should be noted that the PD and lead controllers are passive if joint rate is taken 

(IS the output and an integrator is included in the controller. Therefore these two 

controllers will have the same stability properties as the SPR controllers but lack the 

model based dynamics. 

Dne to the lack of a true rate measurement (the only sensor is joint angle) and 

the faet that the above SPR controllers are strictly proper, the compensator can be 

implemented as T(S) = Tff - H(s)O(s) where H(s) = Kp + sH(s) is proper and has a 

]'(ealisation (Ac, + Kp). A derivation is given in Appendix D. 

Tuning of the controllers 

III Ol'(h~r to limit excitation of the flexible modes, the desired path for the joint to follow 

was d(~si!!;ned as the 5th order polynomial 

( 4.26) 
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where () j and Tj are the final joint angle and time for the manoeuvre respectfully. 

Velocity and acceleration were thell both continuous functions changing hom z(mJ at 

the beginning of the manoeUVTe to zero at the end. With () j = 1.5 radians ami Tr = 1.5 

seconds, the trajectory was chosen fast enough to produce a large interaction between 

the rigid motion and the first flexible mode. 

To determine the controller gains, simulations were run while adjusting the free 

design parameters. The simulation used a continuous-time plant model with S lllodes, 

iucluding the "rigid" mode which acquires a vibration from the proportional feedback, 

and a discrete-time controller developed using a 3 mode model running at 1kHz. Ini;e

gration was performed using the Runge-Kutta 2-3 method in Matlab Simuliulc. 

An Loo tracking error of of 0.03 radians was selected and each controller was tUlled 

to make the L2 tracking error as small as possible. A smaller Loo tracking error would 

require a larger proportional gain to be chosen. The flexible arm would then tend 

towards a cantilevered beam with reduced observability of the flexible modes from the 

joint. In this ca..'le, insufficient damping would be applied to the elastic variables and 

oscillation would continue for a long period of time. It become obvious during tuning 

of the controllers that the joint angle had to be allowed to deviate from the desired 

trajectory if the elastic variables were going to be controlled. 

The choice of Kp for the SPR controllers had become a critical issue. A baselille 

LQG controller was designed for the link using joint angle feedback. The DC gain of 

this controller was then used for the proportional feedback gain, ~)' for all the SPR 

controllers. 

Figure 4.5 shows the Bode plot of the three SPR controllers. The phase rcmaim-l 

within the ±900 limit, confirming that the controllers are SPR. It is interesting to llol;e 

that the three different design methods have produced controllers with very similar 

gain and phase properties in the mid to high frequency range. When the controllers an) 

cOllverted to use joint angle output and the proportional feedback is added (Appendix 

D), the Bode plots in Figure 4.6 are obtained. :From this plot, it is easy to see why 

a lead compensator was chosen for a simplified controller. With corner frequencies or 
10~1 and 103 radians per second, a lead compensator matches a smoothed out version 

of the SPR MST and SPR LLJ controller Bode plots. 

Bode plots of the two LQG controllers are shown in Figure 4.7. The LQG rat(~ 

controller has been converted to joint angle output and Kp added. The LQG cOlltroll(~l' 

that uses joint angle output is obviously very similar to the SPR controllers and "llOUld 

have similar performance. Showing a lot of high frequency gain and phase lag, Uw 

LQG rate controller could experience some high frequency stability problems. A PD 

controller with a corner frequency of 0.2 radians per second was selected to provide it 

similar gain to the LQG rate controller. The I'D controller's phase would have a high 

frequency asymptote of 900
, providing a much larger open-loop phase margin. 
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Figure 4.7 Bode plot of LQG controllers using joint angle output 

4.3.4 Nonlinear simulation 

The Simulink model of the flexible arm was modified to include some of the nonlinear 

effects that could disrupt the real arms performance. The efIects modelled are: gearbox 

backlash and compliance; Torque saturation; encoder and torque quantisatioll. 

ero simulate the gearbox backlash and compliance, the motor armature aud ann 

dynamics are separated by introducing an addition rotational degree of freedom. The 

output angle of the gearbox is eg , which is identified with e in the nominal model while 

the motor angle is em. I1') the armature inertia times the gear ratio squared and T 1 

the torque of the motor, are associated with em. A gearbox torque was introduced to 

couple the dynamics. Letting emg = Om Ogl then 

Tmg 
b)Kmg , if lemgl > b 

if\emgl b 
(4.27) 

where Kmg is the gearbox stifIness and b is half the backlash. 

](mg was first calculated by experimentally determining the resonate fi:equency 

Vkm~7Ir' when the gearbox output shaft was clamped to the motor case. The motor 

was driven with a step input and the resultant armature rate is plotted ill Figure 4.8(a). 

A resonate frequency of 165 rad/s is clearly obtained. With Ir = 0.1278 taken from 

the motor specifications, the calculated value for K mg=3479 N·m/rad compared very 
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well with the gearbox specification of 3857 N.m/rad. 

o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
Time (s) Time (8) 

(a) Output shaft clamped to case (b) Inertia attached to output shaft 

Figure 4.8 Dynamics due to gearbox flexibility 

When the friction calibration for the motor was being performed, a very different 

pictme emerged. Figure 4.8(b) shows a resonant frequency of 116 rad/s when a 6 kg 

mass is attached to the output shaft with a 200 mm rigid link. A ±5 N'm repeated step 

input was generated by the motor and the armatme rate was plotted. By using a 2-D OF 

model with 0.0547N·m, the stiffness of the spring between the two inertias was 

calculated at 1215 N·m/rad. Compliance in the motor mounting, which incorporates 

t.he table and its legs, is assumed to be responsible for this significant drop in the 

calculated gearbox stiffness. Both of the above tests indicated that the baddash, 2b, 

was approximately 0.001 radians. Difficulty was experienced in measuring this value 

as the annature rotation due to gearbox compliance was significantly greater than that 

due to the backlash. Table 4.1 summarises the values calculated with the final line 

giving the values that were used in the simulation. 

Stiffness Kmg (Nm/rad) Backlash 2b (fad) 

I Specification 3857 0.003 

I Measured when clamped 3479 0.001 

. Measured with inertia I 
1215 0.001 

j 

Table 4.1 Bayside PG60 gearbox properties 

To keep the heat generat.ed by resistive losses in the actuator to an acceptable level, 

the maximum current was limited to 11 A. This corresponds to a torque saturation of 

±40 N·m. A 10-bit digital to analog convert provides 1024 steps within the saturation, 

leading to each step equalling 0.078 N·m. Finally the joint angle was measured by a 
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4000 step per revolution encoder attached to the motor armature. After trallSllli""ioll 

through the 30:1 gearbox, each step corresponded to 5.236x10--5 radialls. 

Friction has not been included in the model because the motor had beeu calibrated 

to remove its effect. Only stiction had not been accounted for, with the implicatioll 

that if the arm became stationary near the final configuration, the controller eould Hot 

generate enough torque to start it moving again. 

4.3.5 Simulation and experimental results 

Tables 4.2 to 4.4 summarise the three performance measures for the different controller;.;. 

As the variable being controlled, the joint angle for the experimental robot is plotted 

ill Figures 4.11 to 4.14. For the interested reader, plots for the joint angle from linear 

and nonlinear simulation are included in Appendix E, but they differ very littlefi:olll 

the experimental plots. 

. Method i SPR MST i SPR BIJ SPR LLJ LQG rate LQG pos i PD Lead I 
L 

i Linear Sim I 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.029 0.030 I 
I Nonlinear Sim I 0.035 0.036 ! 0.035 0.054 0.038 0.035 0.03G I 
: Experimental 0.040 I 0.034 0.035 i 0.100 0.041 0.030 0.037 : i 

Table 4.2 Loo tracking error for 1.5 radian slew 

Table 4.3 L2 tracking error for 1.5 radian slew 

Table 4.4 L2 control effort for 1.5 radian slew 

Firstly, looking at the linear simulation data in the Table 4.2, all of the controllers 

have the same Loo tracking error of 0.03 radians which they were designed to haVe:. 

In the top lines of Tables 4.3 and 4.4, the L2 tracking error and the L2 control effort 
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Hhow very little difference between the controllers, It had been expected that the 

LQG controllers would have the best performance measures, with the SPR controllers 

lagging behind because of the added constraints in their construction. The PD and 

lead controllers were expected to have poor performance due to the lack of model 

information in their construction, All this has proven to be false, except perhaps for 

the SPR BIJ controller which requires a slightly higher control effort to achieve the same 

pprfol'lnance. The plots of simulated joint angle (Appendix E) are almost identical, 

again except for the SPR BIJ controller which takes longer to damp out the oscillation 

at the end of the manoeuvre. 

When the controllers are used in the nonlinear simulation, some degradation in 

performance occurs as would be expected. The most significant change occurs for the 

LQG rate controller where the control effort has shown a significant increase over the 

other controllers. Looking at the torque generated in this simulation, where Figure 

4.9 Hhows the first 100 ms, a high frequency mode has obviously been destabilised. 

Saturation of the torque at ±40 N·m has limited the effect of the instability and the 

30 

20 

E 10 i oc-J\ ~IM 
1---10 I 

-20 

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 
Time (s) 

Figure 4.9 Torque from LQG rate controller in nonlinear simulation 

joint has still been able to follow the desired trajectory. Instability is one of the problems 

with LQG control when the model the controller is based on is not identical to the plant 

heing controlled. In this case, it is obvious that the simplifications required to make 

the lllodellinear is enough to render the controller useless. 

Looking at the Bode plot of the open-loop system with the LQG rate controller, 

dashed line in Figure 4.10, it has a phase margin of about 10° due to the fourth mode. 

When the added phase lag of the discrete time system is included (solid line) both the 

phase and gain margins are zero which leads to the previously mentioned instability. 

Figures 4.11 to 4.14 display the joint trajectories for the experimental arm with 

the different controllers. Part (a) of each figure shows the full slew of the joint while 

part (h) zooms in on the terminal phase where the joint should reach 1.5 radians and 

thell become stationary as is indicated by the dotted lines in each plot. 
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Figure 4.10 Bode plot of open-loop transfer function using LQG rate controller 
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of LQG controllers by experiment 
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Figure 4.11 compares the two LQG controllers with the LQG pos controller showing 

good performance. Unfortunately, friction in the motor prevented the joint from ob

taining the desired angle, giving a steady state error of 0.013 radians. The previously 

mentioned high frequency instability when the LQG rate controller is used, shows up at 

the end of the manoeuvre. 

0.5 

1.55.----~--·--~---~--··___. 

1 
Time (8) 

<lJ 

-gc 1.5 

< 

2 3 
Time 

(~ (b) 

Figure 4.12 Comparison of SPR controllers by experiment 

4 5 

Figure 4.12 is a comparison between the three SPR controllers. Both the SPR MST 

a.nd SPR LLJ controllers provide very good performance. The SPR BI.1 controller does 

not provide the same level of damping as is apparent in the other two controllers; its 

settling time is increased beyond 5 seconds. Again there is a some steady-state error 

clue to stiction in the motor . While the SPR MST and SPR LLJ controllers give very 

similar L2 and tracking errors, the SPR LLJ controller has an L2 control effort that 

is twice that of the SPR MST controller. In this example, the SPR MST has produced 

the best performing controller but that does not say it will be the best performing in 

all situations. 

A comparison between the SPR LLJ controller and the LQG pos controller is made 

ill Figure 4.13. Obviously no performance ha..s been sacrificed by the extra constraint 

placed on the SFR LLJ controller, as it shows only marginally more overshoot but a 

much better settling time and smaller steady-state error. The L2 and Loa tracking 

t~lTOl'S for these two controllers are very similar. 

The final plot in this series compares the PD and lead compensators with the LQG 

pOlO controller. While the PD and lead compensators show a larger overshoot than 

the LQG controller this does not equate to a larger tracking error. The maximulll 

tracking error occurs in the mid part of the manoeuvre and is similar for all three 

controllers (Table 4.2). It is interesting to note that these two compensators are the only 

ones to have zero steady-state error. They reach the terminal configuration in under 
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Figure 4.13 Comparison of LQG and SPR controllers by experiment 
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three :'leconds and give a performance that matches the best model based controllers 

throughout the whole manoeuvre. The elastic modes obviously have sufficient joint 

rotation for these nonmodel based controllers to inject damping. 

4.3.6 SPR controllers lack of stability robustness 

In this particular experiment, the large joint inertia due to the motor armature inertia 

times the gear-ratio squared, works as a low-pass filter on the arm's flexible modes. 

Figure 4.15 show the Bode plot for the arm, from joint torque to joint angle. Only the 

first two flexible modes play any significant part, with the high modes blocked by the 

joint inertia. 
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Figure 4.15 Bode plot for flexible arm, joint torque to joint (1kHz sampling rate) 

In the Bode plot for the open-loop systems with the SPR controllers (Figure 4.16), 

it can be seen that while the phase does not cross -180°, it does approach it asymp

totically. If t.he gain peak due to fourt.h flexible mode had not been blocked by the 

joint inertia, it is quite possible it would cross 0 dB. The new phase margin for the 

SPR BI.J controlled system would be about 15°. If that system was implemented with 

a. digit.al controller, that 15° of phase margin would be removed by the ZOH. This did 

ill faet. happen in early experiments [Cree and Damaren, 1997], using the low inertia 

wrist. motor on a single link. 

As SPR synthesis is only guaranteed to produce a phase margin greater than 0, 

<my Hlllall deviation from a PR plant can result in instability. What is required, is a 
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Figure 4.16 Bode plot of open-loop transfer function, SPR controllers 

controller that provides some robustness with respect to the phase mat'gill. The PD 

controller, with its 900 phase lead at high frequency, produces large phase margills, It 

therefore cannot destabilise any high frequency modes even in the presence of the extra 

lag from the ZOH. 

By augmenting the proportional feedback term with some joint rate feedback, the 

phase lag of the plant at high frequencies can be reduced. If this gain K c1 ) is suffi

ciently large, all the phase lag from unrnodelled dynamics and discrete time controller 

implementation can be overcome and stability can be guaranteed. 

4.3.7 Concluding remarks on SPR controllers 

The use of strictly positive real construction methods provides guaranteed stability 011 

positive real systems, Unfortunately, this stability is not robust with respect to sma.ll 

amounts of extra phase lag introduced by unmodelled dynamics in the real system. 

Ullmodelled dynamics include actuator dynamics, sensor dynamics, gearbox compliallce 

and backlash, as well as the ZOH introduced by discrete-time control. 

With flexible arms, the multiple poorly damped modes which are closely spaced, 

lead to multiple gain crossover frequencies of the open-loop system. An SPR controller 

must keep the phase well clear of -1800 for all of these frequencies, not just the ill

finitesimally small amount provided by the theory. The PD controller with its 90° phase 

lead at high frequencies avoids this problem. 
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It has been shown in the preceding sections that using a model-based controller does 

not give improved performance. Even for this almost linear system, the simplifications 

r<~quired to produce a linear model change the dynamics enough to degrade performance 

significantly. By introducing a small error into the natural frequency of a model usecl 

for LQG design, Joshi and Maghami [1992] came to the conclusion that having a small 

error in the frequency of the design model was as undesirable as not including that 

mode in the design model. Because the SPR controllers in this chapter are constructecl 

a:-; model-based controllers with an addition constraint, the effect of modelling errors 

on performance are similar. Therefore we conclude that the errors in natural frequency, 

obvioHs in Figure for this single-link case, are sufficient to reduce the effectiveness of 

LQG and SPR controllers to the extent that they perform no better than the more simple 

r:ontrollers. As long as there exists unmodelled dynamics, such as gearbox and motor 

mount compliance, model based controllers will not perform to their full potential. 

It is obvious that linear model-based controllers will not provide any advantage 

when applied to multilink flexible robots. Even if different controllers are scheduled 

at: Damaren [1996c], the performance achieved will not be significantly better than 

that which can be achieved with simple lead or PD controllers. Hence, we will adopt 

PD controllers in conjunction with our feedforward control in Chapters 5 and 6. 





Chapter 5 

Inverse Dynamics 

Feedback eontrol of the tip trajectory of a structurally flexible manipulator is a problem 

that has not been solved for the general case. The configuration-dependent inertia 

and llonminimum-phase map from joint torques to tip position limits the stability 

of feedback control. One exception is when the payload is exceptionally large where 

the map from modified joint torque to modified tip rate is passive. A strictly passive 

feedback controller has then been shown to be successful for tracking control [Damal'en, 

1996b]. 

It was seen in the preceding chapter that foreing the joint to follow an arbitrary 

l'nnooth trajectory will produce undesirable tip motion. What if a joint trajectory 

could be generated that caused the tip to follow its desired path? A passive feedbaek 

controller using joint rate as the output could then be used to stabilise the system. In 

the ease of a rigid robot this is simply a case of solving the inverse kinematics. For a 

structurally flexible robot, the inverse kinematics involves elastic variables, requiring 

the inverse dynamics to be solved at the same time. 

AHsnnling a perfect model of a linear minimum-phase plant G(s), it is possible to 

achieve perfect tracking by pre-compensating G(s) with the right inverse, G- I (8) of 

the transfer matrix, provided certain conditions al'e meet. The effect of disturbanceR 

entering between the inverse G- I (s) and the plant G( s) can be minimised by forcing 

the state vector x of the plant to match the state vector x of the inverse. This can be 

achieved by implementing a feedback controller around the plant based on the state 

ved01' errOl" x x ~ x. Unfortunately when that plant is nonminimum-phase, as iR 

[,he case for a flexible arm, the RHP zeros in G(8) become RHP poles in (8). These 

ll11stktble poles make the inverse noncausal and it cannot be integrated directly. 

The rest of this chapter describes methods that produce a causal approximation 

to the inverse dynamics of a structurally flexible robot. 
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5.1 Linear inner-outer factorisation 

One approach to approximating the inverse of a noruninimum-phase transfer fum:tioll 

uses inner-outer factorisations. The outer portion of the factorisation is minimum pha:,;e 

and represents the invertible part of the system, while the inner factor has unity gaill 

and carries the unstable zeros. The state-space description 

G { : 
Ax+Bu 

Cx+Du 
(G.l) 

which is assumed to be controllable and observable with D invertible, has an iuverse 

(G.2) 

If G-1 (s) is stable then G( s) is minimum phase and if G( s) is also stable, thell it is 

outer. A stable transfer matrix 0(s) that is inner satisfies 0 H(jw)0(jw) 1, Vw E R. 

Hence all of the singular values of e (jw) have magnitude one. 

It is a well known fact [Zhou et al., 1996] that a controllable, observable and 

stable G(s), with GH(jw)G(jw) > O,w E [0,00], admits an inner-outer factorisatioll 

G(s) 0(s)R(s). In fact, 

[A -D-1C - F D-1 

-DF 1 

BD-'C - BF BD-' I 
(G.3) 

where F = (DT D)-l BT X and X .? ° is the stabilising solution of the algebraic Riccati 

equation 

The stabilising solution is that which renders A - BD-lC - BF stable. If G(s) is 

minimum phase, then X O. 

Now let Yd be the desired output, the ideal feedforward would then be U(8) 

R-l(S)0- l (s)Yd(S). R(s) is outer and easily inverted while 0(s) contains the ullfltable 

zeros and its inverse is noncausal. Letting u(s) = H(S)Yd(S) denote the feedforward 

compensation, the error is 

Y - Yd [G(s)H(s) - 1] Yd' (G.G) 
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By ddining the two norm as 

(5.6) 

Shaked [1984] has noted that if Yd is a step input, then II Y - Yd 112 is minimised by 

llsing H(s) = (s)8- 1(0). In this case 

y(s) = 8(s)R(s)R-1(S)8-1(0)Yd(S) 

8( s )8-1 (O)y d( 8). (5.7) 

Therefore, II Y 112 II Yd 112 since 8 is inner. 8(s) contains the extra phase lag from 

the llonminimum-phase G(s) and since 8(s) is not fully inverted, the output y(t) is 

t~xpec:ted to follow Y d(t) with a delay. 

For a structurally flexible robot with tip position taken as the output, G(s) has 

relative degree two. In order to make D invertible, the output must be differentiated 

twice. With the output now defined as tip acceleration, it is still required that the 

tip position track the required trajectory. Let the required tip, Pd(t), be such that 

d:t:/ Yd(t) with Pd(O) =... p~-l(O) 0 and assume that limHoo Pd(t) Pd 

exists. Define p(t) similarly using y(t). Then, 

(5.8) 

Hence, p(s) = 8(s)8- 1 (O)Pd(S). Using the final value theorem 

lim p(t) 
t-+oo 
lim sp(s) 
8-+0 

lim s8(s )8-1 (O)Pd(S) 
8-+0 

lim sPd(S) 
8-+0 

Pd' (5.9) 

8illee (0 (8 ) 8(0) as s -+ 0, which shows that the final tip position will indeed match 

the desired position. 

Nonlinear inner-outer factorisation 

III this section the extension of inner-outer factorisation to include nonlinear systems 

is 11l·e8ented. Consider a square nonlinear state-space model of the following form 

{

X a(x) + b(x)u g. 
Y = c(x) + d(x)u 

(5.10) 
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with the following assumptions: 

A.l 9 is controllable and observable for all x. 

A.2 x = 0 is an globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point of x a(x). AllY 

system with a global asymptotically stable set point can fulfill this assumptioll 

with a simple change of coordinates. 

A.3 d(x) is invertible for all x. 

The inverse system is given by 

9-1 : { x = a(x) b(x)d-1 (x)c(x) + b(x)d 1 (x)y 

U = -d- 1 (x)c(x) + d-1(x)y 
(5.11) 

which will only be stable if 9 is minimum phase. 

For the nonlinear system in (5.10), an inner-outer factorisation will be of the form 

9 = e'R where 'R is outer and e is lossless (iuner). Similar to the linear caBe, a 

system 'R is outer if 'R and 'R-1 are stable. We say that e is loss less if there exists a 

storage function V (x) 2': 0 with V (0) = 0 such that 

Taking x (to) 0, letting tl -+ 00 and assuming x (00) = 0 gives 

(5.1~i) 

Hence, II y II~ = II u II~, which shows that a lossless system has unity Lz gain. 

According to Ball and van del' SchaR [1996], one possible factorisatiou gives the 

outer factor as 

n' { 
fu = a(x) b(x)d-1(x)c(x) + b(x)d1(x)Yd 

Ud d-1(x)c(x) + d-1(x)yd 
(5.14) 

where 

(5.15) 

Here P x EJPjEJxT
, for some smooth function P(X) 2': 0 which satisfies the Hamiltoll-

Jacobi equation 

(5.16) 
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subject to the constraint that 

(5.17) 

if) Lyapnnov stable. The inner factor is e gn-1
, that is 

(5.18) 

which satisfies (5.12) with V(x) P(x). 

The inverse of 9 can be taken as g-1 n-1e-1 but unless 9 is minimum phase, 

e- 1 will be unstable. Analogous to the linear case, we approximate e-1 by its static 

I:onnterpart e~~. This is obtained by applying inverse pattern in (5.11) followed 

setting x 0: 

e-1 
• { 88 • 

a(x) - b(x)d-1(x)c(x) = -b(x)d- 1 (x)Yd 

Yd = d-T(X)bT(X)P~(x) + Yd 
( 5.19) 

Figure 5.1 illnstrates the system 9 with its causal (approximate inverse) feedforward. 

1£ 9 

Figure 5.1 The system g and its causal inverse 

VVhen 9 is forced by the output of n-1
, its state evolves as 

(5.20) 

Compa.ring (5.20) t.o (5.14) it is obvious that if the state vectors satisfy x(O) = X(O), 

then x(t) = x(t), \It> O. As the state vectors evolve in the same way, it is permitted 

to llse t.he state vector of n-1 as a reference trajectory for feedback control of g. 

5 1 Causal inversion of robot dynamics 

The dynamics for a structurally flexible manipulator as defined in (2.55) has a relative 

degree of two. Twice differentiation of this equation reduces the relative degree to zero, 

Tip acceleration is now the output and the input u appears explicitly in this output. 

This is the first step in fulfilling assumption A.3 since there is now a d( x) matrix to 
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invert, Inserting (2.55) into (2.62), the tip acceleration is 

p J(q)q + j(q)q 

-J M-1 ('D + C)q J M- 1 K q + J M- l 13u + j q (5,21 ) 

where the dependence of J, M and C on q has been dropped for clarity. Defining the 

filtered output as 

y p+ 'Ap, 'A ~ a ( 5,22) 

and the state vector as a: = col{ q, q}, this system can be identified with 9 ill the 

previous section by defining a(a:) A(a:)a: and c(a:) C(a:)a: where 

A(x) [-M'~+C) -~'Kl' 
C(a:) [-JM-1('D+C)+j+'AJ -JM-1K]; 

b(a:) [M-1 13], 
d(a:) J M- I 13, (5.23) 

5.2.2 Simplified modal model inversion 

A simplification of the model for a stl'11cturally flexible robot is to assume the modal 

link dynamics are linear, configuration independent and that they are superimposed 

on the nonlinear rigid body dynamics. For any chosen configuration, we assume that 

there exists a constant matrix 

(5.24) 

such that 

(5,25 ) 

and 

(5.26) 

where f!e is a constant diagonal matrix of unconstrained vibration frequencieH. III 

other words, it has been assumed that although M(q) is configuration dependent, the 

conesponding unconstrained (joints unlocked) mode shapes and natural frequellcieH 

are constant. Numerical evidence suggests that this is a good approximation when 

the flexible arm masses are small relative to the joint masses, Note the columlm of <I> 

contain the joint participation in each vibration mode and the columns of Q e c(Hltaill 
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the corresponding contributions from the elastic modes. Define the vector of modal 

coordinates 

~(t) ~ [::] (5.27) 

RO that q(t) = ErJ(t). 

The approximations that will be made are that the dependence of M(q) on q(~ is 

dropped and () ::::::; rJr; therefore, M rr = M rr (rJr); also E is taken as either constant or 

slowly changing. Rewriting the dynamic equations in (2.53) with these changes gives 

where 
C( .) M ( ) 1· T 8Mrr(rJr ) 

rJ rl rJ r = rr rJr - '2rJr 8rJr . (5.29) 

Viscous damping has been incorporated into the model and it is assumed that'D ee = 
2(Oe and D Tr > 0 is a constant diagonal matrix. 

The kinematics for the tip velocity can also be rewritten in the modal coordinates 

p Jr(q)O + Je(q)qe 

Jr(q)[r,r + cFr,el + Je(q)Qer,e 

::::::; Jr(rJr)r,r + Je(rJr)r,e 

where the dependence on rJe has been dropped and 

AR for the full dynamics case, the filtered output is taken as 

Y = P + >"p, >.. > 0, 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

the Rtate vector x = col { r" rJ}, and then the system is identified as 9 by defining 

-'Drr - M~~C 0 0 0 

0 -'Dee 0 _02 

A(x) = e 

1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 
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C(X) [-JrM~~(C+'DrT)+jr+AJ1' -Je'Dee+Je+>..]e ° --Jen~] 
d(x) JrM/r+Je(jJT. (5.3:{) 

5.2.3 Implementation of the inverse dynamics algorithm 

The underlying theory for inner-outer factorisation presented in §5.2 requires the system 

to be observable and asymptotically stable. Because () is a rigid body motioll, it has 110 

equilibrium point and therefore is not asymptotically stable. Also it is not observable, 

as the output is joint rate. By dropping () ('111' in the modal inversion) from the state 

vector so that x = col{O,tle,qe} (x = col{TJr>TJe,'I1e}), the system now meets the 

requirements of assumption A.I. However, the configuration dependence on () (rrr) 

is maintained and integration of 0 = [l,O,O]Tx (TJ1' = [l,O,O]Tx ) is taken as a side 

condition. We note that taking 'Dn' > 0 and 'Dee> 0 yields satisfaction of assumption 

A.2. 

Construction of the inverse of the outer factor in (5.14) requires the solution of 

the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in (5.16). An exact solution is not forthcoming but an 

approximation is possible using the so-called state-dependant Riccati equatioll (SDRE) 

[Hammett et aL, 1998]. Taking P(x) = ~XTP(X)X, we can make the approximation 

that Px ~ xT P(x), which when used in conjunction with the linear-like factorisations 

in (5.23) yields the SDRE: 

P(x)[A(x) b(x)d1(x)C(x)] + [A(x) - b(x)d-1(x)C(X)]Tp{X) 

- P(x )b(x )[dT (x )d(x )]-lbT(x )P(x) 0 (5.34) 

ill place of (5.16). The system matrices are evaluated and treated as constants for it 

given state vector, allowing the SDRE to be evaluated like an algebraic Riccati equatioll. 

The required solution is that which renders the system 

(5.35) 

asymptotically stable, which provides a locally stabilising solution to (5.17). 

From (5.19) and (5.14), it is obvious that the state vectors for the inner factor an~ 

the same as the outer factor. The approximation to the inner factor can be implemented 

using x to determine the configuration dependence i.e. a(x) A(x)x. To determine 
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th(~ static value, set 5; = 0 in (5.18) and the state vector is then 

(5.36) 

"iviwl' 8~J from (5.19) as b h 88 

(5.37) 

The algorithm for determining the feedforward torque and the reference trajectory 

for the joint angles proceeds as follows: 

Step 1. At time tk we have the state vector X(tk) of R~l as well as the joint angles 

8(t"J Assemble the state dependent matrices b, C, din (5.23). 

Step 2. Solve the SDRE in (5.34) for P(x). 

Step 3. Form c(x) according to (5.15) with x X(tk)' 

Step 4. Using Yd(tk) = P(tk) + "AP(tk) as the input, calculate the output Yd of 8~J, 

using (5.37). 

Step 5. Determine the feedforward torque Ud(tk) according to the output of Ro l 
III 

(5.14) with x = X(tk)' 

Step 6. Evaluate X(tk) in (5.14) and use to estimate X(tk+l)' 

Step 7. Use O(tk) = [1,0, 0lTX(tk) to estimate 8(tk+d. 

Step 8. Pass Ud(tk), 8(tk), and O(tk) to the manipulator control system and go to 

Step 1. 

Implementation of the modal model inverse follows the same steps but (5.33) is used 

ill step 1 and the joint angle is calculated as 8(tk) 'l/l'(tk) + 8'1/e(tk). 

It iR essential in constructing the inner-outer factorisation that the matrix d( x ) 

(lefined in (5.23) remains invertible. Numerical experience has indicated it may be

come close to singular at some configurations. We have circumvented this problem by 

performing a singular value decomposition at each time step and latching any singular 

values 8atisfying (J < 0.05 at a value of (J = 0.05, followed by reconstruction of d(x). 

This modification of d( x) means that the inverse does not try to drive the manipulator 

in a direction it has little authority to do so. 

5.3 Stable inversion using a modified output 

The inner-outer factorisation of the previous sections is based on an approximation 

llsing the 2-nol'm. A different approach is based on a good approximation in the 

physical sense. 
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Modify the output of the manipulator to be p = J eO + pJ eqe [DamaI'en, 1996a] 

with p < 1 chosen so that the inverse is causal. A stable approximate inverse is 

generated that can be used for multilink manipulators. If p = 1 the output i" tIl<", 

true tip velocity and if p 

lllani pulator. 

o the output is the tip velocity of the comparable rigid 

Yim [1993] and Moallem et 0,1. [1997b] have used similaI' modified outputs to pro

duce a stable inverse. They have then used the approximate inverse to implement 

nonlinear feedback thereby linearising the system. The new linear system allows the 

UHe of simple feedback control laws. One implication of this approach is that very large 

torques are required to perform that linearisation. Much more efficient control call be 

attained if the nondestabilising nonlinearities are not cancelled. Also, as the inverse is 

generated using the state vectors gathered from the plant, there is a lot of coupliug iu

volved. This coupling produces very poorly damped zerodynamics. If the inverse witl] 

modified output is used as a feedforward, it can be given its own state vectors. The 

coupling that causes the poorly damped zero dynamics is removed from the system and 

well damped performance can be achieved. A feedforward torque and joint reference 

trajectory calculated using the approximate inverse can then be applied to a passive 

feedback controller to give the desired tip tracking. 

5.3.1 Implementation of the modified-tip inverse dynamics algorithm 

Defining J = [J e, pJ e] and using the output y = P + AP, A > 0, as for the inner-outer 

factorisation, the inverse can be generated using (5.11). By selecting 0 < IL < 1 such 

that x = a(x) b(x)d1(x)c(x) is stable, integration of the approximate inverse is 

straightforward. A significant advantage of this approximate inverse over the innel'

outer factorisation is that the inverse of d is well defined and there is no SDRE to 

solve at each time step. With this reduced computation burden there is no baITiel' to 

implementing the inverse in real-time. 

1£ the almost nonexistent true damping ratio ( is used for the inverse, then the joint 

reference trajectory is poorly damped and the manipulator behaves in the same way 

that De Luca et a1. [1989J, Yim [1993] and Moallem et a1. [1997b] have experienced. By 

significantly increasing the damping ratio, which is allowable because it is an approx

imate inverse, the inverse system generates a feedforward torque and joint trajectory 

for a well damped manipulator. When these inputs are applied to a manipulator with 

low damping, it behaves as if the damping was greatly increased. There is a slight loss 

of accuracy in the tip trajectory, but it is significantly less than the errOl' due to tlH: 

modified output. A side issue from increasing the damping ratio is that it. also imlll'OVPS 

the stability of the inverse for large p. 

The algorithm for determining the feedforward torques and reference trajedories 

for the joint angles proceeds much the same as for the inner-out.er factorisation. Ex-
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C(~ptiOllS arc that first p, must be chosen so that the inverse is stable for any reachable 

configuration and st.eps 2 and 3 are not required. 

5.4 Causal feedforward applied to a single link 

A single flexible link is an almost linear 8I80 system which provides a suitable first test 

for the inverse dynamics algorithm. To provide a comparison, the same link as used ill 

S(,c:tion 4.3 was controlled over the same manoeuvre. Joint control was provided by PD 

feedback joint positional error. Gains of Kp 15N'm and Kd = 25N·m·s were 

selected to give a good compromise between tracking error and damping injection. 

The feedforward torque and joint trajectory were computed off-line because of lim

itations in solving the SDRE in the inner-outer factorisation. A value of A 30 S-l for 

t.he filtered output (5.22), was found to give good results for both inverses. The feedfor

ward was integrated using a Runge-Kutta 2-3 method and the feedback controller was 

implemented with a time step of hns. Where the time interval of the feedforward 

n,nd the feedback controller did not match exactly, linear interpolation was used to 

estin'late the required values. 

For the modified output inverse, define fLmax as the maximum value for fL so that 

a. stable inverse is produced. The quantity fLmax is a function of the damping the 

model that the inverse is generated from. Table 5.1 shows the variation of fLmax and 

the damping ratio of the first mode in the inverse with the variation in damping of the 

rigid lllode of the model. The elastic modes had a damping ratio, ( 0.025, which is 

dose to that experimentally measured from the arm in a clamped-mass configuration. 

AH the frict.ion in the actuator has been cancelled by its calibration, the damping in 

the rigid mode should be zero, leading to very poorly damped inverse dynamics. As 

a, further approximation, a value of 0.3 N·m·s was chosen for the rigid mode damping 

(D1T ) giving fLmax = 0.953 and reasonably damped zero dynamics. 

Damping (N·m·s) 0 0.1 1 2 3 4 

II'mo.x 0.93 0.95 0.955 0.96 0.98 0.99 

Damping ratio 0.00023 0.038 0.39 0.59 0.94 1.2 

Table 5.1 Properties of the modified-til? inverse 

A 1.5 radian slew was performed in 1.5 seconds. The joint trajectories calculated 

from the different inverses are shown in Figure 5.2. Note that there is a significant 

difference between the trajectory calculated from the rigid inverse and those generated 

hy th(~ approximate inverses. It is remarkable that the two different inversion scheme::) 

are so similar. 

Figure 5.3 shows the tip path when the output from the inverses was applied 1.0 
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'1.5 2 

Figure 5.2 Joint trajectory generated from inverse 

the experimental plant. Here, p is the angle of a line that passes through the hub and 

the centre of the tip. Both the modified-tip and the inner-outer factorisation methods 

track the desired trajectory well. The feedforward generated from the inverse of the 

equivalent rigid manipulator produces poor tracking and large oscillations at the end 

of the manoeuvre. These last two plots demonstrate how the inverse dynamics modifY 

the joint trajectory to provide improved tip tracking. 

2r---------.---------.---------~--------._--------, 

1.5 ! ,. 

Time (s) 

Figure 5.3 Tip motion of experimental single link 
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a better indication of the tracking control, the error in the tip motion is shown 

ill Figure 5.4. The rigid feedforward gives a maximum tip error of 0.188 rad (approx

imately 188 mm), the inner-outer factorisation has about 40% of that error at 0.072 

rad and the modified output has 13% of the rigid case with a maximum error of 0.024 

rad. It is immediately obvious that both causal dynamic inverses give a significant 

improvement over the rigid inverse feedforward. It is also obvious that the inverses are 

approximate i.e. the tracking is not perfect. 

~ 
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Figure 5.4 Error in tip position of experimental link 

The value chosen for damping in the modified-tip inverse has given it a significant 

performance advantage over the inner-outer factorisation inverse. It appears to be able 

to track the higher frequency changes in the trajectory much better than the inner

outer factorisation. Remember that the inner-outer factorisation approximated the 

inner factor with its static value. The phase lag at higher frequencies was not inverted 

and is showing up as a tracking error. This method works well for a step input where 

overshoot is to be restricted but limits the frequency content of the trajectories that can 

be tracked. It is interesting to note that if the rigid mode damping in the modified-tip 

model is increased to 3.5N·m·s the two inverses give a very similar tracking error, (see 

Figure 5.5). 

Figure 5.6 shows the deflection of the link measured at its tip. Comparing Figure 

5.6 with 5.4 (tip error can be read &'3 metres as the arm is 1m long), it is obvious that 

a significant proportion of the link deflection is being countered by joint rotation when 

inverse dynamics based feedforward is used. What is also apparent, is that there are 

reduced link deflections for both causal feedforwards relative to the rigid feedforward 

case. With reduced link deflections, the link construction is not as important, allowing 

reduction in weight and still better performance. 

AH well as the smaller link deflections, the torque requirements are also reduced 

for the causal feedforwards; see Figure 5.7. The maximum torque was reduced from 

15.5 N'm for the rigid feedforward to 12.5 and 11.8 N'm for the modified output and the 
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Figure 5.5 Experimental error in tip position for highly damped feedforward model 
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Figure 5.6 Experimentallinl( deflection at tip of the ann 

inner-outer factorisation respectively. The noise on the torque is due to differencing the 

discrete joint angle to produce a rate measurement, which is then used by the feedback 

controller. 

It is evident from the preceding plots that both the inner-outer factorisation and 

the modified-tip feedforwards provide a significant advantage over using a rigid inverse 

feedforward for a single link. The modified-tip feedforward tracks high frequency tnt

jectories better than the inner-outer factorisation. It also has a very much smaller 

computational burden which can easily be performed real-time. 

Of critical importance for generating accurate tip trajectories with this method is 

the accuracy of the model. If the feedforward does not calculate the link deflectioll 

correctly, it cannot compensate for it when it generates the required joint trajectory. 

Figure 5.8 displays the deflection of the end of the flexible link when driven with the 

modified-tip feedforward. As would be expected, the identical model for the simulatioll 

and feedforward means their link deflections match throughout the manoeuvre. The 

experimental link has a deflection that is 25% larger than that calculated from the 
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states of G-1 (labelled feedforward in the figure). This indicates there is some enol' in 

the model used to generate the feedforward. 

Feedforward 8mm I 

Simulation 14mm I 

Experimental 20mm I 

Table 5.2 Comparison of tip tracking error at t=1.2 s for modified-tip feedforward 

Table 5.2 shows the error in the tip position at time of maximum link deflection 

(t=1.2 s) for the modified-tip feedforward. The feedforward has an error of !) llnll 

which is due to the modification of the tip to make the inverse stable. The modified 

tip output has no error. In the simulation, the error is 14 mm, with the difference of 6 

mm due to joint tracking error. The feedforward has generated a joint trajectory for 

the modified model which the true model has difficulty in tracking. In the case of th(~ 

experimental arm, the extra 6 mm of error over the simulation is all accounted for by 

the extra deflection in the link. The joint has the same trajectory as for the simulation 

but the tip error is increased due to the larger link deflection. 

Feedforward 40% 

Tracking error 30% 

I Modelling error 30% I 

Table 5.3 Source of tip tracking error in experimental arm 

The ratio of the sources of tip error are listed in Table 5.3. In this case, if the 

modelling error was removed, the tip tracking error could be reduced by 30%. The 

other 70% of tip error is due to approximation of the model to make the inverse stable:. 

Using an approximate feedforward to generate the desired joint trajectory will only 

produce approximate tip tracking. 

In conclusion, we find that for a single flexible link, use of a dynamic model based Oll 

all approximate inverse of system model has significant advantages over the commonly 

used "rigid" inverse. A large portion of the link deflection is compensated for ill the 

joint trajectory. Also, at the end of the manoeuvre most of the energy is removed frolll 

the elastic variables and the tip motion ceases quickly. With smaller torques ami lillk 

deflections, the use of a causal feedforward reduces the physical requirements of tht~ 

robot. Smaller actuators and lighter arms will give big improvements in speed and 

efficiency of the robot. 



Chapter 6 

Causal Inverses applied to a three-DOF robot 

Usin~ the full model inverse as described in Section 5.2.1 and the algorithm in Section 

G.2.3, a feedforward was generated for the following trajectory. The tip start and end 

points, p" and Pf respectfully, are shown in Table 6.1 with the motion between them 

defined by 

{ 

( ) ( 
10t3 15t4 6t5 ) 

( ) 
Ps + Pf - Ps 1;3 - t4 + t5, t < tf 

P t = J J J 

Pf' t ~ tf 
(6.1) 

where tf is the time to complete the motion. Figure 6.1 illustrates how the global x-y 

frame is orientated with respect to the robot. The smooth acceleration profile of the 

above polynomial limits the excitation of the high frequency flexible modes of the robot. 

This motion has been given the label "line" as the motion should be a straight line in 

the y direction. The time, t f' for the manoeuvre was chosen as 1.5 seconds because the 

Figure 6.1 Global reference frame for 3-DOF robot 
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motion generated by the equivalent rigid inverse for this time would require most of the 

available actuator torques. The rigid inverse feedforward will be used for comparison 

purposes later in the chapter. It is expected that this motion will couple into the elastic 

variables and excite link vibrations. 

I Start I Finish p 

x (m) 0.904 0.904 

y (m) 0.668 0 

¢ (rad) 0 0 

Table 6.1 Tip coordinates at start and end of "Line" manoeuvre 

6.1 Inner-outer factorisation inverse 

The plant model used to generate the inverse includes all the inertial nonlinearitiet>; see 

Damaren and Sharf [1995]. Geometric nonlinearities that result from nonlinear elastic 

properties have been ignored while the elastic rotations of each link are assumed to he 

small with the appropriate linear approximations being made. Viscous damping was 

added to the flexible modes as TJ ee O.OOlK ee and the rigid modes as TJrr 0.011. 

This model is labelled "full" to distinguish it from the modal model used ill later 

sections. 

Using Yd(t) = p(t) as the input, the inner-outer factorisation inverse generated a 

tip trajectory as shown in Figure 6.2. The dotted line indicates the desired trajectory 

and the solid line is the trajectory generated by the feedforward. Obviously this is not 

a suitable feedforward as the required tip end position is never reached. Also at the eud 

of the manoeuvre the tip acceleration goes to zero but there is a constant tip velocity. 

By filtering the input, Yd(t) p{t) + AP, the tip velocity is forced to zero at the 

end of the manoeuvre, just as the tip acceleration was in the previous example. Figurp 

6.3 shows the feedforward tip trajectory when A = 3 S·l. A significant improvement haH 

been made over the previous example but there is still an error in the final tip pmlitiou. 

Increasing A to 30 S·l gave a slight improvement in the tip trajectory while a further 

increase of A to 300 S·l produced an error in the integration, probably because the p( t) 

term had become insignificant, leading to a loss of rank of the inverse. 

The error produced in the tip position by the feedforward would be due to both 

the approximation of the inverse of the inner factor by its static value (5.37) and th(~ 

approximation of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation with an SDRE in (5.34). Nothing call 

be done about the first error as it is the inner factor that contains the nonminimUlll 

phase part of the model. The second error may be reduced by using the approximate 

modal inverse; see Section 5.2.2. In this case, the link dynamics are kept constant 

and superimposed upon the nonlinear rigid body dynamics. Because the nOllmillimUlll 
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phase link dynamics are now constant, the SDRE should be a better appl'oximatioll to 

the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 

6.1.1 Inner-outer feedforward based on modal model 

Using (5.33), choosing PI as the configuration at which the modal equations are cal

culated, adding damping of the form Vee 2(Oe with ( 0.5, Vrr 0.011, and 

A = 30 S-l, the modal inner-outer inverse was formed. A comparison of the modal 

inner-outer inverse and the full inner-outer inverse tip tracking is made in Figure GA. 

The modal inverse produces significantly better tip tracking and the final position of 

[0.9053 m, -0.011 m, 0.005 rad]'!' is very close to the desired position. 
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of full inverse and modal inverse tip tracking 

Figure 6.5 shows a comparison of the tip tracking errol' of the above modal ieedfOl'

ward but with A varied from 5 S-l to 45 . The tracking error declines as A is increased 

but there is a limit where the equations lose rank due to the very small p terlll with 

respect to the p in the input. 

To remove the tip error at the end of the manoeuvre, it is suggested that the whole 

procedure of generating a feedf()rward be repeated when time t I is reached. The new 

start position is the current position and the end position stays the same. III a very 

short space of time the tip can be brought to the correct position. This procedure has 
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not been used in the following discussion as it is intended to show the performance of 

the feedforward with all its errors. 
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Figure 6.5 Tip tracking error for modal inverse with varying ,\ 

Damping, which is required for assumption A.2 in Section 5.2, had been arbitrarily 

assigned in the previous examples. A plot of the tip error for different amounts of 

damping, with A. 30 S-l, is shown in Figure 6.6. Each level of damping produces 

stable results, with the largest damping producing the smallest tip error. It remains to 

be seen how this damping in the feedforward affects the tracking of the experimental 

robot. 

The feedforward torques generated by the modal inner-outer factorised feedfor

ward, with A. = 30 S-l and ( = 0.5, are shown in Figure 6.7. The feed forward torques 

generated by the equivalent rigid manipulator are shown in dotted lines as a compar

ison. Immediately obvious in the inner-outer feedforward torques are glitches when 

the d matrix loses condition. In this example, the singular values of the d matrix were 

constrained to a minimum of 0.05 by performing a singular value decomposition at each 

time step and latching any singular values satisfying a < 0.05 at a value of a 0.05, 

followed by a reconstruction of d. If the singular values of d had not been constrained, 

the torques would be dominated by oscillations set up by a much larger glitch. The 

(Ufference between the feedforward torques generated by rigid inverse and the inner

onter inverse is most apparent in the second actuator. There is a small oscillation at 
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Figure 6.6 Tip tracking error for modal inverse with varying damping 

the start and end of the torque generated by the inner-outer inverse which helps control 

the dynamics of the flexible links. The oscillation at the end effectively removes energy 

from the flexible modes, bringing the robot to a halt at the end of the manoeuvre. 

Each link's lateral deflection as calculated by the feedforward and measured at the 

link's tip, is shown in Figure 6.8. No oscillations occur in the link after the end of 

the manoeuvre which is a result of the very large damping ratios ( 0.5) used ill 

the model. If the real manipulator performs in a similar manner when driven by this 

feedforward, then all the dynamics should be stationary at the end of the manoeuvre. 

The joint trajectories produced by the inner-outer feedforward are shown in Figun: 

6.9. Again the equivalent rigid feedforward, shown in dotted lines, is used for a COlll

parison. There is not a large difference between the two feedforwards, but what there 

is compensates for the link deflections in the inner-outer case. 

6.1.2 Simulation using inner-outer factorisation based feedforward 

In order to investigate the performance of the feedforward generated by the approx

imate inverse based on the modal inner-outer factorisation, a simulation based 011 

the full model was used. If the experimental robot had been used at this stage, 

poor performance attributed to the inversion scheme could be be the result of mod-
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Figure 6.9 Joint angles produced by modal inner-outer inverse 
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clling errors, Joint-based control using a decoupled PD controller with gains K p = 

diag{125N'm,75N'm,60N-m} and Kd = diag{lOON·m·s, 50N·m·s, 25N·m·s}, lcept 

the simulation joints tracking the feedforward generated paths as well as adding damp

ing to the system. 

Applying the feedforward generated using ,\ 30 S-l and ( 0.5 to the simulation 

produced the tip trajectory as shown in Figure 6.10. In the y-direction, the simulatioll 

tip is a delayed version of the desired path. This delay is expected because the "exact" 

lloncausal feedforward would result in preactuation which is not tolerated here. The 

delay is due to the length of time it takes for a wave to propagate down the flexible links, 

from the joint to the tip. Errors are also induced in the x and (p coordinates which cau 

be explained by the static approximation to the inverse of the inner factor. As the iU118r 

factor is all-pass, i.e., all the singular values are one, its inverse will act as a frequency 

dependent rotation matrix. This rotation matrix has been approximated by its static 

value, allowing errors in the y direction to couple into all the other coordinates. 

Zooming into the elbow joint angle at the start of the manoeuvre in Figure 6.11 

shows the cause of the delay in the tip tracking. The solid line shows the joint trajectory 

when the feedback is removed from the simulation. It shows the classic reverse direction 

motion of a nonminimum phase system. The joint is rotating due to the backwards 

motion of the tip of the first flexible link as torque is applied. The feedforward joint 
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Figure 6.10 Tip trajectory from simulation with modal inner-outer factorisation feedforward 

CI,ngle, dashed line, does not show any of this backwards motion. By creating a stable 

for the feedforward, the nonminimum phase part of the model has been lost. 

When the feedback controller is enabled in the simulation, the elbow joint is forced to 

track the feedforward generated trajectory, dotted line, by altering the torque applied 

t.o it. 
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Figure 6.11 Close up of elbow joint angle at the start of the manoeuvre 

Both the feedforward torques and the simulation torques are plotted in Figure 

G.12. A comparison of these torques shows how the feedback controller has changed 

the torques t.o follow the undesirable trajectory. This change in the torques has the 

l'e:mlt of delaying t.he tip mot.ion as seen in Figure 6.10. It. is interesting to note that 
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the glitch in the feedforward torque, although followed by the simulation, has had 110 

noticeable effect on the tip motion. 
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Figure 6.12 Comparison of simulation torque with feedforward torque 

Plotting the simulation tip trajectory errors for varying values of A in the feedfol'

ward allows the optimum value to be chosen. Figure 6.13 shows the simulation tip enOl' 

fo1' values of A between 5 and 45 . The large error at the end of the manoeuvre 

rules A = 5 S-1 and A = 15 out of contention. All of the other values of A show very 

similar results and any of those values could be chosen. 

Also requiring selection is the amount of damping in the feedforward. Figure 

6.14 displays the simulation tip tracking error for the range ( = 0.025 to ( 1 with 

A 30 S-l. Generally the tracking error reduces as the damping is increased, but ill 

the case of ( = 1, oscillations persist at the end of the manoeuvre that are not obviolltl 

ill the other cases. From this plot, ( 0.5 has been chosen as the optimum value, 

This series of plots has demonstrated that approximate inverses based on an inner

outer factorisation of the modal model give good but not perfect tip tracking. In 

this case the modal model was generated at the final configuration of the manoeu

vre. The question remains: for what range of configurations is that model valid? 

In order to answer that question a modal model was generated at the configuration 

f) = [0.07 rad, 1.64 rad, 0.64 rad]T, which is well away from any configuration of the 

manoeuvre. This tip tracking error is labelled "oft" and is compared to the previoutl 
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example, labelled "end", ill Figure 6.15. While the timing of the errors has shifted 

somewhat, the maximum error is very similar between the two examples. Thitl au

thor has experienced no errors significantly larger than that plotted, no matter what 

configuration was chosen to generate the modal model. 
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Figure 6.15 Simulation tip tracking errors for modal model generated away from trajectory config
uration 

6.1.3 Experimental robot with inner-outer factorisation based feed

forward 

Inller-outer factorisation based feedforward has been shown to provide good tip tracking 

when the dynamic model it is based on is exact. In real life, the mathematicallllodeis 

used for robots have a significant number of assumptions and simplifications. In this 

section we try to answer the question: how much influence will these modelling erron; 

have on the tip tracking of the physical robot? 

In Figure 6.16, the tip trajectory of the experimental robot has been plotted for 

the manoeuvre used in the previous section. Also plotted are the results from the 

feedforward and the corresponding simulation. For the first half of the manoeuvre, the 

robot almost follows the same track as the simulation but has a slightly larger delay. 

After about 0.8 seconds when the robot starts to decelerate, the tip starts to lead the 

desired trajectory. This lead results in significant overshoot of the end configuration. 
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The tip tracking errors have been tabulated as L= and norms (as defined in 

section 4.3.3) in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 respectfully. Norms for the feedforward, simula

tion, experimental with inner-outer feedforward and experimental robot driven by a 

f'eedforward calculated for the equivalent rigid robot are shown. A feedforward based 

on the equivalent rigid robot is commonly used at present and has been included for 

comparison purposes. Errors in the feedforward are due to the approximation of the 

Hamilton-Jacobi equation and, particularly in the y-direction, the factorisation of the 

dynamics to stabilise the inverse. In the simulation, the extra errors are due to the use 

of modal equations, the modification of the d matrix to ensure invertibility and joint 

U'->J'\.UJLF. errors. 

III order to give a feel for the size of the errors introduced by the modal approx

imation, the simulation and experimental results for tl~e full dynamics inverse have 

heen plotted in Figure 6.17. the fact that the tip trajectory does not follow 

the desired trajectory and concentrate on the difference between the feed forward and 

the simulation. This difference is due to joint tracking errors in the simulation. When 

compared to Figure 6.16, it can be seen that the modal feedforward produces an errOl' 

of about twice the size of the full feedforward, leading to the assumption that 50% of 

[,hat error is due to the modal model. 

Applying the feedforward to the experimental robot gave the solid lines in the pre-
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Figure 6.17 Tip tracking with full inner-outer inverse feedforwarcl 

viously mentioned Figures. The difference between the simulation and experimental 

results is due to errors in the dynamic model. Section 2.3 lists some of the errors and 

what effect they are expected to have. In this case, nonlinearities in the actuaton,; are 

having a much greater effect than originally anticipated. Tests on the actuators have 

shown that the calibration is accurate to about ±15% of the full torque. The assump

tion that torque is proportional to current is responsible for a large proportion of thiR 

error and the cancellation of friction is fraught with problems. Under compensation 

will lead to tracking errors while over compensation can destabilise the system. Cali

bration of the actuators for the experimental robot was implemented with slight under 

compensation of the friction forces, as this is the least damaging of the two errorR. 

Using the Figures for Leo tracking error in the y direction from Table 6.2, it can be 

seen that the ratio of the errors are approximately as follows: 40% due to stabilisation 

of the feedforward, 1.5% due to use of modal equations, 15% due to joint tracking errors 

and other feedforward approximations and 30% due to nlOdelling errors. If a solution 

to the Hamilton-Jacobi could be found, it would allow the use of the full dynamics ill 

the inverse. This would remove only about 15% of the total tip tracking errol'. 

The current approach to generating a feedforward for structurally flexible robot}; 

is to use the equivalent rigid dynamics. The results of applying this feedforward to the 

experimental robot is shown in Figure 6.18. It can be seen that the rigid feedforwarcl 
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Tip error Fee dforwar d Experimental Rigid FF 

X 10-2 m 0.15 2.79 4.43 

xl0-2 m 2.53 4.32 6.29 13.69 

X 10-2 rad 0.053 3.00 6.73 19.23 

Table 6.2 L= tip tracking error (T==2.5 s) 

Table 6.3 L2 tip tracking error (T==2.5 s) 

has about twice the tip error as the inner-outer feedforward and the oscillations take 

to die out. Also evident is the error in the final configuration when using 

the inner-outer feedforward which would have to be removed before the manoeuvre is 

complete. 

As well as giving improved tip tracking over the rigid feedforward, inner-outer 

feedforward requires smaller joint torques to track the joint trajectories; see Figure 

6.19. The rigid feedforward produces joint trajectories that are difficult for the robot 

to follow and hence require a higher torque. The Loo norms of actuator torques are 

Rhown in Table 6.4, with the peal{ torques for the robot with inner-outer feedforward 

being about 13% less than when the rigid feedforward iR uRed. Therefore smaller 

actuators can be fitted and a higher efficiency achieved. 

N'm 4.74 3.75 5.76 

N'm 0.72 1.22 2.24 2.35 

Table 6.4 L= control effort s) 

The preceding discussion shows that increasing the control system of structurally 

flexible robots to include approximate causal feedforward is worth the cost of the extra 

compntational power. Improvements can be made in the tip trajectory tracking as well 

as reducing the time taken for oscillations to be damped out. At the ·same time, the 

power requirements are reduced. It must be remembered that the causal inverse is an 

approximation of the true inverse and therefore perfect tracking will not be achieved. 

Experimentation was carried out on this "Line" manoeuvre at different speeds and 
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Figure 6.18 Comparison of experimental tip tracking from inner-outer inverse feedforward with rigid 
inverse 

on manoeuvres with different start and end configurations. Appendix F gives a brief 

description of the manoeuvres and the resulting plots. 
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Figure 6.19 Joint torques for inner-outer and rigid feedforwards measured experimentally 

6.2 Modified-tip inverse for three-DOF robot 

The modified-tip algorithm modifies the output of the robot model to be y = J oil + 
IJ;J eiz,,, 0 S; It S; /Lmax with ILmax selected so that the inverse is stable. It is expected 

that Pmax will be configuration dependent. The inverse can then be calculated with J-t 

varying as the configuration changes or it can be selected as a constant that renders 

the inverse stable for any achievable configuration. 

6.2.1 Parameter selection for a stable inverse 

The first step that is required in implementing the modified-tip inverse is to select /1. 

~mch that the inverse is stable. For the three-joint planar manipulator, this proves to 

1)(" more difficult than for the single link. As would be expected, testing has shown that 

the stability of the inverse is independent of the joint angle (h. 

As a first try, the area of -3 S; ()2 S; 3 rad, -3 S; ()3 S; 3 rad, which covers the entire 

workspace, was searched for /Lmax. By starting at J-t = 1, test to see if all the eigenvalues 

of A = A(x) b(x)d-1(x)C(x) had negative real-parts and reducing J-t until that was 

the case. Figure 6.20 shows the results for the area 0.1 S; ()2 S; 3rad, -3 S; ()3 3 rad; 

the result is symmetric about ()2 0 so only half the area has been plotted. Also not 
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shown is area 82 = 0, which is a singular configuration and hence does not have a stable 

inverse. From Figure· 6.20, one could conclude that setting P < 0.67 would give a stable 

inverse for any configuration. This is not the case as seen in Figure 6.22; the area that 

the iuverse is stable for p = 0.67 is shown in white and the unstable area is grey. 

-1 

0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 

(}2 (rad) 

Figure 6.22 Stability for JL 0.67, white=stable, grey=unstable 

By repeating the search for Pmax, this time starting at P = 0 and increasing It 

until the inverse is unstable, Figure 6.21 was generated. By comparing this Figure 

with Figure 6.20, it is obvious that in some areas there must be multiple boundaries 

between stable and unstable inverses. Picking the configuration 82 = 1.2,83 1.5, 

the ma.ximum real-part of the eigenvalues of.li is plotted relative to P in Figure 6.23. 

The inverse is stable for 0 S; P < 0.3 and 0.7 < P < 0.8. Also note that even when the 

inverse is stable, the minimum value for the maximum realcpart of the eigenvalues of 

the inverse is 0.034, suggesting a very small damping ratio. 

To try and improve the range over which the inverse system is stable, the amount 

of damping in the model was increased. Adding very large amounts of damping is 

allowable because we are generating an approximate inverse. In the current model, 

the added viscous damping is proportional to the stiffness matrix, 'Vee = dK ee and 

Dr, 0.011. Figure 6.24 illustrates how the maximum real-part of the eigenvalues of 

changes when the damping is increased. Obviously a much larger range of stability 

call be achieved when sufficient damping is added to keep the knee of the plot below 
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Figure 6.23 Stability for (h = 1.2, fJa -1.5 rad 
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Figure 6.24 Stability for varying damping, 82 = 1.2,83 = -1.5 rad 

The extra damping in the model also has the effect of increasing the damping ratio 

of the second order modes of the inverse significantly. All vibration ill the invenH:) will 

then die out shortly after the motion is completed. Figure 6.25 indicates fLma,a; for the 

(;ase when d = 0.005. Now, every fL less than fLmax produces a stable inverse and if p, 

is chosen as 0.7, the inverse is stable at every configuration. 

The eigenvalues for the inverse with fL = 0.7, () [Orad, 1.2rad, -1.5radp, and 

/\ 30 are shown in Table 6.5. The damping ratio of the second-order poles i:1 

influenced by d, which should be chosen high enough so that oscillations in the iuverse 

die out soon after tip motion has stopped. 
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Table 6.5 

-0.066 ± 51i 

±8li 

± 236i 

-30 

-30 

-30 

-6.6 ± 51i 

-17 ± 80i 

-139 ± 190i. 

-30 

-30 

-30 

Cile:envalWC38 of A for (J = [0, 1.2, -1.5JT rad 
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0.95 

0.9 
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6.2 Generating a feedforward with the modified-tip algorithm 

Using the same test manoeuvre as used for the inner-outer factorisation feedforward ami 

selecting the following parameters: A 30 s-I, Jl = 0.7, 'Dee dKee and'D1'1' = 0.011. 

The actual tip trajectory (Jl = 1) as generated by the feedforward is shown in Figure 

6.2() for d equal to 0.005, 0.01 and 0.05. As is expected, when using an approximate 

feedforward there is some error in the tip trajectory. Figure 6.27 shows the data 

replotted as tip error which highlights the difference that extra damping makes to tip 

tracking. Obviously d=0.05 appears the best choice as it gives the smallest trackiug 

error and provides a well damped system. It remains to be seen how the experimental 

robot will behave when driven by these feedforwards, as it does not have the same level 

of damping. 

Also apparent in Figure 6.27, particularly in the x-direction, is that the integration 

of the state equations yielded tip trajectories which tended to drift slightly from the 

desired path as time progressed. This drift is significantly less than the drift in the 

inner-outer factorised feedforward and is due to the limited precision of computer::; 

when integrating differential equations. Since the feedforward is required to preserve 

the steady-state properties of Q, the final endpoint should be the same as the prescribed 

trajectory. This can be achieved by adding a weak input Yd, derived from the error ill 

the tip position after the end of the manoeuvre to slowly remove that errol'. To show 

the true performance of this feedforward, no correction has been made for the tip errOl' 

at the final configuration in any of this work. 

The deflections of each flexible link, measured at their tips, are shown ill Fig

ure 6.28. For the lightly damped model the first arm has a maximum deflection of 

50 mmwhich is very large when compared to its length of 392 mm. Lots of damping ill 

the model is preferred as it keeps the maximum link deflection to within 20 mm. This 

much smaller link deflection implies that the stresses are smaller and link constructioll 

is not as critical. To keep the tip trac1<:ing the desired trajectory, these link deflectiollA 

have to be countered by joint rotations in the feedforward, giving a desired joint tra

jectory that is expected to vary from that generated by equivalent rigid feedforwarcl. 

Figure 6.29 shows that the joint trajectory variation is not required to be very large (;0 

compensate for the link deflections. 

Using a larger value for d, 0.03 in this case, the modified-tip inverse will be stable 

for higher values of Jl than previously found (§6.2.1). In Figure 6.30, a comparison is 

made between the tip tracking errors of the feedforward when It has the valueB 0.70, 

0.75 and 0.80. The inverse is not stable for values over 0.8. Interestingly, the enor 

ill the y-direction behaves opposite to what would be expected since it increaseB as Ii 

increases. The errors in x and if; both decrease as It is increased. Increasing fJ' decreases 

the damping ratio of the second-order modes in the inverse which may lead to larger 

errors and longer settling times. Choosing Jl very close to Jlmax will not necessarily 
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give good performance, therefore some care should be exercised in making this choice. 

The feedforward torque that is generated by the modified-tip inverse with It 0.7 

and d=0.03 is shown by the solid line in Figure 6.31. This torque shows the actuation 

that is required to prevent large amounts of energy being stored in the flexible modes. 

It is considerably different to the torque generated by the rigid feedforward (dotted line 

in Figure 6.31). Also apparent is that actuation continues for almost a second after the 

tip has stopped moving. 

6.2.3 Applying the modified-tip feedforward to the plant 

A simulation of the manipulator, with identical properties to the feedforward model 

(~xcept that the damping was set to zero, was used to gauge the performance of the 

feedforward. Joint-based control using a decoupled PD controller with gains K p = 
(liag {125 N·m, 75 N·m, 60 N·m} and = diag {100 N-m·s, 50 N·m·s, 25 N·m·s} was in

corporated into the simulation. Any extra tip tracking errors were then due to the 

cLpproximation of the feedforward, not due to modelling errors. tip motion is dis

played in Figure 6.32 while the tip tracking error has been extracted and plotted in 

Figure G.33. Comparing these two Figures with those of the feedforward in Figures 

G.2G :md 6.27, shows that the tracking error is approximately double that predicted in 
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the feedforward. Error of this magnitude is consistent with that found when simulat

with the inner-outer factorised feedforward. The simulation cannot track the joint 

trajectory from the feedforward exactly, as it was designed for the modified (minimum

phase) model. 

Also from Figure 6.32, it is obvious that highest levels of damping in the feedforward 

produce a simulation with lowest tracking errors. This occurs even though the only 

damping in the simulation enters thorough the feedback controller. Because the tip 

tracking error in the feedforward is (1 - J..L) J J eqe dt. Keeping q e small also has the 

effect of keeping qe small, which will keep the tracking error small. This is the effect 

that damping in the feedforward has. Because the simulation is following a trajectory 

that does not support large link deflections, its link deflections are also small, leading 

1;0 small tip tracking errors. 

The simulation tracking error with varying J..L, for d 0.03, is shown in Figure 

G.34. Unlike the feedforward in Figure 6.30, all the coordinates show a decrease ill 

the tracking error when J..L is increased. The time taken for the tip to stop completely 

and the steady state error are not influenced by J..L, which suggests the largest f1- that 

produces a stable inverse should be used. 

Finally the feedforward was applied to the experimental robot. The tip trajectories 

are shown in Figure 6.35 and the tracking errors in Figure 6.36. A failure occurred at 

approximately 1.3 seconds for the feedforward with d = 0.005, when the joint torques 
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Figure 6.36 Error in experimental robot tip trajectory when driven with modified-tip feedforward 

reached their saturation limit which in turn tripped the protection system. Robot. 

motion at this time was particularly violent and damage would have occurred if it had 

been allowed to continue. Figure 6.37 shows that the torques for both d = 0.005 and 

d = 0.01 are well above the torque that the well damped feedforward requires. The 

motion caused by these oscillating torques is contained within the zero dynamics of 

the robot when the modified-tip is taken as the output. When the real tip motion is 

considered, these oscillations cause larger errors than a feedforward with higher levels 

of damping. 

While the feedforward with the same amount of damping as the experimental 

robot has the potential to produce the smallest tracking errors, it relies on the exact 

ea.llcellation of the feedforward dynamics by the experimental robot dynamics. This 

cancellation is not happening because the model is not identical to the plant. Instead 

of cancelling each other the dynamics can add together and produce large errors. 

The variation in tip tracking error as {l, is increased from 0.7 to 0.8 is shown ill 

Figure 6.38. Simulation had suggested that tracking errors decreased with increasing 

Ii" In this case, the smallest errors occurred with {l, 0.75, which shows that there is a 

limit on performance as {l, approaches {l,max. {l, approaches {l,max, the damping ratio 

of the second-order poles of the inverse dynamics decrease. This decrease in damping 

allowB the elastic variables to be excited to larger values, which has no effect on the 

modified output but produces larger tracking errors at the true output. 
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The selection of {L and the level of damping in the feedforward both require careful 

consideration. Simply choosing the damping to match the true plant and /L = /Lma.x 

will not provide the best feedforward. The tip tracking error is proportional to the 

elastic variables. Minimising the magnitude of the elastic variables helps to minimise 

the tip tracking error. 

As a means of indicating the source of the tracking errors, Figure 6.39 compares 

the tip tracking errors between the feedforward, the simulation and the experimental 

robot. For this comparison (L was selected as 0.75 and d = 0.03. maximum tracking 

efron, are also shown in Table 6.6 where the rigid feedforward case has been included 

to set the scale. 

In the feed forward ) forcing modified output to follow the desired tip trajectory 

instead of the true output, is the only source of error. When the torque and desired joint 

trajectory produced by the feedforward are used to drive the simulation, the extra tip 

enOl'S are due to the fact that the feedforward was modified to make it causal, whereas 

the simulation requires a noncausal feedforward to produce perfect tracking. Also the 

extra clamping added to the feedforward will generate some error. 

The maximum tracking errors for the experimental robot have increased approxi

mately twofold over the simulation. These extra tracking errors are due to simplifica

tions made when the model was generated. The actuator dynamics and friction are it 

factor as well as the limited number of modes modelled. All of the unmodelled dynam-
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ics add up to have an effect on the performance that is as significant as modificatioll 

of the feedforward to make it causal. 

Table 6.6 Leo tracking errors (T=2.5 s) 

The L2 tip tracking errors, shown in Table 6.7, have the same trends as the maxi

mum tracking errors. The simulation has marginally larger errors than the feedforwanl 

and the experimental robot has approximately twice the simulation error. One conclu

sion that can be drawn from the similarity of the ratio of the Loo and L2 errors is that 

the error persists over a similar length of time in all the cases. This is also immediately 

obvious from Figure 6.39. 

Even with all its errors, the modified-tip feedforward produces maximum tip t.rack

ing errors that are approximately one quarter that of the equivalent rigid feedforward. 

This significant improvement in tracking justifies the use of the more complicated 

modified-tip feedforward. 

6.2.4 Modified-tip feedforward based on modal equations 

As in the inner-outer factorised feedforward, it is possible to use a linear elastic model 

superimposed on nonlinear rigid modes, as shown in §5.2.2. This could make the 

computations required in the feedforward much simpler without a large increase in tip 

tracking error. By solving (5.25) and (5.26) at the final configuration of the manoeuvre 

and defining Je = Jre+/.lJeQe , (5.33) can be integTated to generate the feedfol'ward. 

As a test of the range of motion that can be covered with one modal model, all 

alternative feedforward was generated with the model generated for a configuration 

well away from any part of the manoeuvre. In Figure 6.40, the experimental tip errol' 

is plotted for the two modal models and the full dynamics model. The "modal (end)" 

label is attached to the model that was generated for the terminal configmatioll and 

Tip error Feedforward Simulation I Experimental Rigid FF I 
II x 1127' xlO- 2 m 0.49 0.80 I 0.88 1.9:3 

~. 

I II fj 1127' xlO-2 m 0.88 1.04 I 2.26 6.75 

II ¢ 1\27' X 10-2 rad 0.96 1.59 I 3.32 9.64 

Table 6.7 L2 tracking errors (T=2.5 s) 
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"modal (off)" label is attached to the model that was generated off the trajectory. 

The t.wo modal models produce very similar results with slightly degraded tip tracking 

over the full dynamic model. The most significant difference is the steady state error 

produced by the modal model feedforward which would have to be compensated for. 

Because of its ease of computation, the modified-tip feedforward based on modal 

{!fiuations would be suitable for real-time implementation. It would be particularly 

Hllitable for the case where an operator is controlling the robot directly in task space 

coordinates. The feedfol'ward would convert the task space command, probably ve

locity derived from a joystick, into joint trajectories and feedforwal'd torques for the 

feedback controller. Any steady state errors would then be removed by the operator 

who eompletes an outer feedback loop. 

6.3 Comparison of inner-outer and modified-tip feedforwards 

Now that the inner-outer factorisation and the modified-tip approximate inverses have 

been considered individually, it is time to compare their performance. Tip traject

ories for the experimental robot with modal inner-outer, modal modified-tip and full 

modified-tip feedforwards are shown in Figure 6.41. Also shown in Table 6.8 are the 

eOl'l'esponding truncated infinity and two norms of the tip error and the steady-state tip 

error. Considering maximum tip tracking error, there is not a lot of difference between 
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the feedforwards. The modified-tip feedforward with both full and modal modelt:; has 

a smaller L2 norm due to smaller tracking errors in the mid-part of the manoeuvre. 
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Figure 6.41 Comparison of experimental tip tracking from inner-outer and modified-tip inverses 

I Tip errol' II Modal IO I Modal MT I Full MT Rigid l 

I II X IlcoT X 10-2 m 2.79 2.35 2.28 4.43 : 
II y IlcoT xlO-2 m 6.29 5.17 3.97 13.69 I 
II 4> IlcoT X 10-2 rad 6.73 6.35 5.60 19.23 I 

II x 112T xlO-2 m 1.20 0.95 0.88 I 1.93 I 

II Y 112T xlO-2 m 4.24 3.13 2.26 J 6.75 l 
I 

114> 112T X 10--2 rad 3.82 3.97 3.32 9.64 I 

Ix(2.5)1 x10-3 m 3.37 i 0.18 1.04 I 1.70 i 
IY(2.5)1 xlO- 3 m 24.33 

I 
14.10 I 7.43 I 6.73 ! 

14>(2.5)1 x10-3 rad 15.38 16.21 I 9.37 I 8.68 ~ I 

Table 6.8 Comparison of tip tracking errors (T = 2.5 s) 

All of the feedforwards failed to move the tip to the exact desired position at tllE) 

end of the manoeuvre, i.e., they have a significant steady state error. Stiction ill Huc 

actuators, particularly from brush contact, means that once the joint stops with a small 

angle from that desired, the feedback controller cannot produce enough torque to start; 

it moving it again. If the gains of the PD controller are increased to reduce this Hteady 
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fitate error, the mode shapes modelling the flexible links change to mode shapes with a. 

rotational node at the joint. Observability and controllability are significantly reduced 

and very little damping can be added by the controller. 

The' bottom three lines of Table 6.8 show that the full modified-tip feedforward 

produced final tip errors of the same magnitude as the rigid feedforward. This error if) 

the limit that the feedback controller can provide. The modal modified-tip feedforward 

produced slightly larger errors while the modal inner-outer feedforward produced tip 

errorfi up to four times that of the rigid feedforward. A better comparison of the 

feed forwards positional error at the end of the manoeuvre is made by looking at the 

steady state joint error produced by the feedforward, which ifi shown in Table 6.9. Both 

of the modified-tip feedforwards have a significantly smaller error than the inner-outer 

feedforward. 

Joint error II Modal 10 I Modal M'l' I Full MT 

led1 (2.5)1 xlO-3 rad 13.83 5.51 1.11 
! 

~ ...• ~ 

xl0-3 rad IOd2(2.5)1 4.31 5.09 3.10 

led3(2.5)1 X 10-3 rad 18.81 1.52 2.24 

Table 6.9 Comparison of feedforward joint errors at end of manoeuver 

Also of interest is the torque required from the actuators to drive the robot along the 

calculated joint trajectories. The peak torque for each joint is shown in Table 6.10. This 

peak will determine the minimum size of each actuator and is therefore an important 

design consideration. The dynamic feedforwards produce joint trajectories that are 

doser to the true noncausal feedforward joint trajectory than the rigid feedforward. 

Hence the feedback controller has to do less work to track that desired joint trajectory 

and therefore the maximum torques are smaller. Because smaller actuators can be 

fitted to a robot using one of the approximate causal feedforward schemes, less robot 

mass has t.o be moved. This will lead to smaller elastic deflections and greater efficiency. 

.T oint torques Modal 10 Modal MT 

1171 !looT N'm 15.90 16.79 

II 72 11001' N'm 5.76 4.75 

II 73 11001' N'm 2.24 2.84 

Table 6.10 Comparison of peak joint torques (T = 2.5 s) 

The most significant difference between the inner-outer and modified-tip feedfor

wa.rds is not in their performance but in the time taken to integrate the equations, 

Because the inner-outer feedforward involves solving an SDRE and performing a sin

gular value decomposition of the d matrix, it is significantly slower than either of the 
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modified-tip feedforwards. Running as M files in Matlab, the modal inner-outer and 

modal modified-tip feedforwards took 68.5 and 6.3 seconds respectfully to integrate the 

1.5 second trajectory. A mixture of M file and compiled Mex file code was used i(ll' 

the full modified-tip feedforward, which took 17.5 seconds to run. With a change b:om 

iuterpreted Matlab code to compiled code, it is expected that both the modified-tip 

feedforward equations could be integrated in real-time with only modest prOCeSSOl'H, 

For the inner-outer feedforward to be integrated in real-time, it would require a much 

larger investment in controller hardware. 

Further experiments have been conducted using different speeds of motion and 

different tip trajectories. Appendix G gives a short description of the manoeuvres am1 

the results are plotted. 
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Conclusion 

In modern high-speed robotic systems which must meet constraints on task-space er

rors, the requirement that the robot arms are rigid is constraining development. With 

modern control systems, the joint angle can be driven along any compatible trajectory. 

To provide the desired task-space tracking would then require that the inertia did not 

produce any deflection in the links. If the requirement that the arms behave as if they 

were rigid is removed, much of the mass of the robot can be removed, leading to higher 

speeds and greater efficiency. 

Cont.rolling the end-effector tracking of a flexible-link robot for fast motion has not 

been solved in the general case. The nonminimum-phase nature of the map from joint 

torques to tip position makes the problem very difficult. It is further complicated by 

the highly nonlinear nature of the plant and by the fact that it is also underactuated. 

All the control inputs, including those for the flexible modes, must enter through the 

joint. angles. As feedback increases in magnitude, the flexible modes tend towards a 

shape having a node at the joint. Controllability and observability of these modes 

decreases and the controller cannot adequately damp out vibrations. 

Finally, the sensing required to measure the end-effector position is a lot more 

Rophisticated than the joint angle measurement required in the rigid-link case. Either 

visual sensing using multiple video cameras or estimating the arm deflections using 

Ht.rain gauges or some similar sensor is required. Neither of these sensing methods 

provides rate feedback which is required to add damping. It would have to be estimated, 

which degrades performance. 

TeHting on a single-link robot has shown that the joint angle must be allowed to 

deviate from its desired trajectory if the controller is going to add damping to the 

H<:~xible modes. A large proportional feedback gain from joint error made the link 

hc"have as a cantilevered beam when the desired joint angle is constant. The elast.ic 

modes produce large tip deflections that were not detected at the joint. Using model

baHed controllers such as LQG did not add any performance advantage over simple 

ll11collpled PD control of the joints. Inaccuracies in the model, even for the almost

linear single link, shifted the natural frequencies enough to prevent the cancellation 
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that was required from taldng place. 

Much of the earlier work on controlling robots has concentrated on using the passiv

ity property of the map from joint torques to joint rates. Stability could be guaranteed 

by using a strictly passive controller in a feedback loop. A comparison between dif

ferent SPR and passive controllers has been conducted on a single flexible link. The 

most effective controller was found to be a simple PD feedback. PD feedback from joiut 

angle becomes PI if joint rate is taken as the output. A PI controller is strictly passive 

and hence satisfies the passivity theorem. None of the model based SPR controllers 

performed any better due to the previously mentioned model errors. 

If a desired joint trajectory and feedforward torque could be generated from the 

inverse dynamics of the robot, these could be applied to the robot in conjullction 

with a strictly passive feedback controller. A method using Fourier transformation of 

the desired end-effector trajectory has been shown to produce the desired lloncausal 

feedforward in the linear case. Being noncausal, the output of the feedforward depends 

011 future inputs. Unfortunately, the complete trajectory is required before it call 

be transformed and therefore no changes can be made once motion has started. All 

alternative proposed in this work is to produce an approximate feedforward that IS 

causal and can be computed on-line. 

By developing an inner-outer factorisation of the plant dynamics, using the inverse 

of the outer part and a static approximation to the inverse of the inner part, an ap

proximate causal inverse can be generated. This inverse is integrated to produce a 

feedforward torque as well as the desired joint trajectory which can then be used aM 

a reference signal for the feedback controller. Because of the difficulty in solviug the 

Hamilton-Jacobi equation required to factorise the system, it has been approximated 

by a state-dependant Riccati equation. In this case, to get good workspace tracking, 

the elastic variables must also be approximated by modal equations generated at any 

one configuration. With these two modifications, the inner-outer factorised inverse call 

be integrated to give feedforward torques and joint reference trajectories. Perfect tip 

tracking can not be achieved; the actual tip trajectory is a delayed version of the desired 

trajectory but the final position is reached with very little energy left in the flexibl(; 

dynamics. 

Alternatively, if the output of the robot is separated into its rigid and elastic parts, 

the output can be redefined as the rigid part plus a fraction of the flexible part such 

that the inverse is stable. With this fraction commonly in the range 0.7 0.9, Illost of 

the elastic behaviour is eaptured in the output. By keeping the feedforward dynamic!:) 

separate from the plant i.e., giving the feedforward its own state variables, and adding 

large amounts of damping, a well damped feedforward is generated. When applied to 

the robot, this feedforward and joint trajectory can cause the robot to act a!:) if it hal:) 

the same high level of damping. 
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The nse of these feedforwards has been demonstrated on a planar three-DOF nm

nipulator. With two flexible arms and the final arm rigid, this manipulator exhibits 

all the properties that make the problem of flexible robot control so difficult. Other 

researchers have tended to use a single flexible link or a two-link manipulator with only 

one link flexible, thereby reducing the complexity of the dynamics. Using simulation to 

show the performance of the manipulator with the approximate feedforward indicates 

only the results for a perfect model. In real-world control there are many extra prob

lems like actuator dynamics and time delays in computing signals. These unmodelled 

dynamics can significantly reduce robot performance. Using an experimental robotic 

facility built for this and other projects, this feedforward and control methodology has 

been shown to extend beyond the theoretical and into practice. 

Compared to the equivalent rigid feedforward, both the inner-outer and modified

tip feed forwards demonstrate superior workspace tracking. With the rigid feedforwal'd, 

link vibrations were very difficult to damp and they persisted long after the manoeuvre 

was completed. Neither of the two approximate feedforwards excited these vibratiolls 

and the motion of the robot ceased shortly after the manoeuvre was completed. An 

added advantage of the more natural trajectory that the robot joints were asked to 

follow is that maximum actuator torques - and hence the maximum link deflectiolls 

- were reduced. 

For a robot tracking an input generated by an operator, perhaps derived from a 

joystick, a feedforward using the modified-output algorithm and constant modal elast.ic 

(lYllamics is the author's choice. With its ease of computation and only requiring desired 

acceleration and velocit.y input, the feedforward can be generat.ed in real time to provide 

the interface between operator and robot. Any errors that result from approximating 

the configuration-dependent elastic variables with constant modal coordinates, can be 

compensated for by the operator. 

For the inner-outer factorised feedforward to be implemented successfully in 

time, a solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation would be required. Further research 

could be ca.rried out on this problem as well as on the effect of adding feedback control 

to the elastic variables. If the link deflection on the robot could be matched to the 

f'eedfOl'ward the tip errors could be reduced further. Extra. act.uators would be required 

that controlled the elastic variable directly. 
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N ornenclature 

Symbol 

A 

A 

a 

B 

B 

b 

b 

C 

Orn.,'11 

c 
c 

D 

1) 

d 

E 

E 

f 

Description 

Linear system matrix 

Area of rectangular beam 

Nonlinear system matrix 

Linear system matrix 

Rigid or flexible body (n-th in the chain) 

Control influence matrix 

Nonlinear system matrix 

Width of a beam rectangular 

Linear system matrix 

Rotation matrix 

1st moment of mass about On 

Nonlinear terms 

Nonlinear system matrix 

Linear system matrix 

Damping matrix 

"Elastic-elastic" part of 1) 

"Rigid" part of 1) 

Nonlinear system matrix 

Matrix of Eigenvectors 

Matrix of elastic moduli for 13n 

Young's modulus 

Nonconservative force 

Dissipative force 

Force applied to beam 

Inertial reference frame 

Reference frame attached to 13n 

Nonlinear forces 
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F ,wn ,e 

Fnon,o 

(I 

H 

H 

1-l 

11. 

I 

J 

J e 

I n 

J o 
K 

Kc 

1(1 

Ke 

Kg 

Kee 

Ki 

Kp 

L 

l 

M 

Mee 

Mn 

M re 

M'T 
'rn 

On 
p 

F 

FL

O 
Oe 
q 

R 

Elastic part of Fnon 

Rigid part of F non 

APPENDIX A NOMENCLATURE 

Transfer matrix for linear plant 

Input-output map for nonlinear plant 

Transfer matrix for linear controller 

Hamiltonian 

Input-output map for nonlinear controller 

Height of a rectangular beam 

Second moment of area 

Second moment of inertia of motor armature referred to gearbox output shaft 

Jacobian matrix 

Elastic jacobian 

2nd moment of mass about On 

Rigid jacobian 

Stiffness matrix 

State feedback gain matrix 

Derivative feedback gain matrix 

Estimator gain matrix 

Gearbox stiffness 

"Elastic-elastic" part of K 

Integral feedback gain matrix 

Proportional feedback gain matrix 

Lagrangian 

length of a beam 

Mass matrix 

"Elastic-elastic" part of M 

Mass of 13"11 

"Rigid-elastic" part of M 

"Rigid-rigid" part of M 

Mass of a beam 

Origin of 

Solution of algebraic Riccati equation 

Projection matrix 

Global projection matrix 

State weighting matrix 

Elastic-elastic part eigenvector matrix 

Generalised coordinates 

Elastic coordinates 

Unconstrained mode shape 

Input weighting matrix 
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T~~ 

t. 

t.I 

ti 

Un 

1), 

x 

X 

x 

y 

( 

'rf 

Ene 

enr: 
e 

() 

f) 

,\ 

1/, 

Outer factor 

Position vector of mass particle W.L t. :Fo 

Position vector of On w.r.t. 

Illterbody transformation matrix for elastic degrees of freedom 
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Global interbody transformation matrix for elastic degrees of freedom 

Kinetic energy 

Interbody transformation matrix for rigid degrees of freedom 

Global interbody transformation matrix for rigid degrees of freedom 

Time 

Final time for manoeuvre 

Initial time for manoeuvre 

Strain energy of Bn 

Lateral displacement of rectangular beam 

Input vector 

Elastic deflection vector 

Potential energy 

Velocity vector of particle of mass w.r.t. :Fo 

Velocity vector of On w.r.t. :Fo 

distance along beam 

State vector of a system 

State vector of estimator 

Error between state vectors 

Output vector 

Damping ratio 

Modal coordinates 

Strain in Bn 

Matrix of strain functions 

Matrix of shape functions associated with elastic rotation 

Inner factor 

Static approximation of inner factor 

J oint rotations vector 

Desired joint rotation vector 

Final joint-space configuration for the manoeuvre 

Initial joint-space configuration for the manoeuvre 

Rotation of link hub 

Rotation of motor armature 

"Rigid" part of qo 

Error in joint rotation 

Filter weighting factor 

Real parameter 
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Ihna:l: 

P 

PII 

Pi 

P'Il 

u(·) 

T 

T 

Wne 

o 
1 

(-) 

Acronym 

ADC 

CCD 

DAC 

DC 

DOF 

DSP 

FFT 

FPGA 

I/O 

LED 

LHP 

LQG 

LQR 

LTI 

M1MO 

PC 

Critical value of JL 

Generalised velocity of 

Density of beam 

Generalised end-effector position 

Desired end-effector trajectory 

APPENDIX A NOMENCLATURE 

Final end-effector position for the manoeuvre 

Initial end-effector position for the manoeuvre 

Position vector of mass particle within 13n 

Singular value of a matrix 

Torques vector 

Torque 

Friction torque 

.F'eedforward torques 

Rigid-elastic part of eigenvector matrix 

Matrix of shape functions associated with elastic displacement 

Shape function for elastic mode 

Matrix of natural frequencies 

Angular velocity of 13n 

Zero matrix 

Identity matrix 

Time derivative w.r.t. an inertial frame 

Description 

Analog to digital converter 

Charge coupled device 

Digital to analog converter 

Direct current 

Degree of freedom 

Digital signal processor 

Fast fourier transform 

Field programmable gate array 

Input-output 

Light emitting diode 

Left-half plane 

Linear quadratic gaussian 

Linear quadratic regulator 

linear time invariant 

Multi-input / multi-output 

Personal computer 
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PI 

PI]) 

PR 

H.HP 

RPM 

SDRE 

8180 

SPR 

8V 

SVD 

ZOH 

Proportional-derivative 

Proportional-integral 

Proportion-integral-derivative 

Positive real 

Right-half plane 

revolutions per minute 

State-dependant Ricatti equation 

Sillgle-in put / single-output 

Strictly positive real 

Singular value 

Singular value decomposition 

zero order hold 
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Appendix B 

hysical properties of three-DoF robot 

Material 6063 Aluminium I 

Height (mm) 30 

Width (mm) 6.0 

2nd mom. of area (m4) 540 X 10-12 

Young's modulus (Pa) 68.3 x 109 

Table B.1 Stiffness properties of flexible links. 

I Body Ii (mm) I m (kg) I I (kg.m2
) I Tc (mm) I 

Link 1 hub 37 2.532 0.1278 0.64 

Link 1 arm 392 0.191 0.0098 196 

Link 1 tip 77 2.241 0.0149 72 

Lirue 2 hub 112 2.237 0.0049 14 

Link 2 arm 327 0.159 0.0057 164 

! Link 2 tip 66 1.059 0.0047 58 

I Link 3 hub 70 1.059 0.0018 10 

Link 3 arm Included in payload 

Payload 1 2.385 0.0312 105 

Table B.2 Inertial properties of low-backlash robot where l is the length, m is the mass, I is t.lIe 
211d moment. of inertia, and Tc is the distance to the centroid. All are calculated about t.lw 
cOllllect;ing face to the preceding element. In the case of the hubs, the connecting face is taken as the 
centre line of the gearbox output shaft. 
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0.0105 201 

0'()084 58 I 

---1 
0.0022 8.8 -~-j ----

362 0.0077 181 I 

56 0.0029 1 
63 0.0015 

crink 3 ""m 
Payload 117 

Table B.3 Inertial properties of high-backlash robot where l is the length, m is the mass, 1 is the; 
2nd moment of inertia, and Tc is the distance to the centroid. All properties are calculated about the: 
connecting face to the preceding element. In the case of the hubs, the connecting face is taken as til(; 
centre line of the gearbox output shaft. 

Table B.4 Actuator properties for both low-backlash and high-backlash robots. 
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Shoulder Elbow 

. Make Bayside Controls Inc 

Model PG60 NE34 NE23 

Type Planetary NEMA 
I 

NEMA 

Ratio 30:1 50:1 50:1 

Backlash deg 0.08 0.33 0.17 

Weight kg 1.4 1.4 0.5 

Moment of Inertia xlO-6 kg.m2 4 4 0.7 

Efficiency % 85 90 90 

Table B.5 Gearbox properties for low-backlash robot 

Shoulder 

• Make Bayside Maxon 
I 

Bayside 

Model PG60 GP042A081 NE23 

Type Planetary Planetary NEMA 

Ratio 30:1 36:1 50:1 

Backlash deg 0.17 0.7 0.33 

I Wp,ight kg 1.4 0.56 0.5 

Moment of Inertia xlO-6 kg·m2 4 3 0.7 

Efficiency % 85 90 

Table B.6 Gearbox properties of high-backlash robot 





c 

Physical properties of single flexible arm 

Actuator Make Maxon DC motor 

Model RE075-201-32 GAA200A 

Rotor inertia 1.42 x10-4 kg.m2 

Torque constant 0.116N-m/A 

Max torque 1.33N·m 

Gearbox Make Bayside Precision Gearheads 

Model PG 60 

Ratio 30:1 

Type Two stage epicyclic 

Moment of inertia 4x10-6 kg·m2 

Torsional stiffness 3857 N·m/ rad 

Backlash 0.003 rad 

Material Aluminium 

Moment of inertia 4x10-5 kg.m2 

Centroidal distance 6.53x10-4 m 

Length 37mm 

Material Aluminium 

Mass 0.4841 kg 

Length 978mm 

Height 30mm 

Thickness 6mm 

2nd moment of area 5.4x10-10m4 

Young's modulus 68.3 GPa 

Mass 1.637 kg 

Length 84 mm (to centre) 
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Sensor 

APPENDIX C PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SINGLE FLEXIBLE ARM 

Moment of inertia 

Centroidal distance 

Type 

Resolution 

Attachment 

0.018 kg.m2 (about linle mounting) 

75 Hun (from link mounting) 

Quadrature encoder 

4000 counts/rev 

Motor shaft 



Appendix 

A strictly proper rate controller without rate output 

A strictly proper rate controller plus proportional feedback can be implemented without 

rate output. Take the strictly proper SPR controller using rate output to be 

(D.l) 

which in state space form is 

(D.2) 

Let 

(D.3) 

fiO that 

(D.4) 

By integrating Equation (D.2), 

(D.5) 

we have 

(D.Ci) 

Putting (D.6) into (D.4) gives 

(D.7) 

Incorporating the proportional feedback gives 

-T -r + KpO 

= KcAcec + KcKiJ + KpfJ 

+ (KcKe + Kp)O. (D.8) 
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From (D.6) and (D.8), the state space representation is 

(D.9) 
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J oint angle plots for single flexible arm simulation 
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Figure E.1 Comparison of LQG controllers from linear simulation 
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Figure E.2 Comparison of SPR controllers from linear simulation 
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Figure E.3 Comparison of LQG and SPR controllers from linear simulation 
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Figure E.4 Comparison of PD and lead controllers from linear simulation 
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Figure E.5 Comparison of LQG controllers from nonlinear simulation 
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Figure E.6 Comparison of SPR controllers from nonlinear simulation 
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Figure E.7 Comparison of LQG and SPR controllers from nonlinear simulation 
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Figure E.8 Comparison of PD and lead controllers from nonlinear simulation 
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Plots using modal inner-outer factorised feedforward 

1 Slow line manoeuvre 

Figures F.I-F.3 show the tip trajectory for the line manoeuvre when the finish tiTne 

has been extended to 2, 2.5 and 3 seconds respectfully. 
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Figure F.2 Tip tracking for slow line manoeuvre, Tj=2.5 seconds 
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F.2 Slew with modal equations generated at end configuration 

The following series of plots details the performance of the robot with a feedforward 

generated using modal equations generated at the end configuration. Starting at tip 

coordinates Ps = [O.3m,O.67m)2.36rad]T and finishing at Pj = [O.9m,Om,Orad]T) 

thi1:l manoeuvre is labelled "slew" and is completed in seconds. 
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F.3 Slew with modal equations generated off the configuration 

The following series of plots details the performance of the robot with a feedforward gell

erated using modal equations generated at the configuration Pf [0.5 11l, -0.511l) -ll'adP' 

which is well away from any configuration found during the manoeuvre. 
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F.4 Circle with modal equations generated at end configuration 

The following series of plots details the performance of the robot with a feed forward gen

erated using modal equations generated at the end configuration Pi = [1 m, 0.2 m, 0 radrr . 

The path is a 400 mm diameter circle covered three times, Accelerating during the first 

circ:le and decelerating during the last, only the second circle is constant speed with 3 

seconds being the time taken to complete this circle. 
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Plots modified-tip feedforward 

G.1 Slow line manoeuvre 

Figures G.I-G.2 show the tip trajectory for the line manoeuvre when the finish time 

has been extended to 2, 2.5 and 3 seconds respectfully. 
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G.2 1.5 second slew 

The following series of plots details the performance of the robot with a modified-tip 

feedforward generated using the full dynamics equations. Starting at tip coordinates 

P., = [0.3 m, 0.67 m, 2.36 rad]T and finishing at P f = [0.9 m, 0 m, 0 rad]T, this manoeuvre 

is labelled "slew" and is completed in 1.5 seconds. 
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G.3 Circle with full equations 

The following series of plots details the performance of the robot with a modified

tip feedforward generated using the full dynamics equations. The path is a 400 mm 

diameter circle covered three times. Accelerating during the first circle and decelerating 

during the last, only the second circle is constant speed with 3 seconds being the time 

taken to complete this circle. 
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G.4 Circle with modal equations generated at end configuration 

The following series of plots details the performance of the robot with a modified-tip 

feedforward using modal equations generated at the end configuration P f [1 Ill, 0.2111, 

o rad]T. The path is a 400 mm diameter circle covered three times. Accelerating during 

the first circle and decelerating during the last, only the second circle is constant speed 

with 3 seconds being the time taken to complete this circle. 
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